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ABSTRACT

To facilitate big data processing, many dedicated data-intensive storage systems such as Google
File System(GFS) [74], Hadoop Distributed File System(HDFS) [20] and Quantcast File System(QFS) [70] have been developed. Currently, the Hadoop Distributed File System(HDFS) [20]
is the state-of-art and most popular open-source distributed file system for big data processing [32].
It is widely deployed as the bedrock for many big data processing systems/frameworks, such as
the script-based pig system [68], MPI-based parallel programs [40, 6], graph processing systems
and scala/java-based Spark frameworks [97]. These systems/applications employ parallel processes/executors to speed up data processing within scale-out clusters.
Job or task schedulers in parallel big data applications such as mpiBLAST [56] and ParaView
can maximize the usage of computing resources such as memory and CPU by tracking resource
consumption/availability for task assignment. However, since these schedulers do not take the
distributed I/O resources and global data distribution into consideration, the data requests from
parallel processes/executors in big data processing will unfortunately be served in an imbalanced
fashion on the distributed storage servers. These imbalanced access patterns among storage nodes
are caused because a). unlike conventional parallel file system using striping policies to evenly
distribute data among storage nodes, data-intensive file systems such as HDFS store each data unit,
referred to as chunk or block file, with several copies based on a relative random policy, which can
result in an uneven data distribution among storage nodes; b). based on the data retrieval policy in
HDFS, the more data a storage node contains, the higher the probability that the storage node could
be selected to serve the data. Therefore, on the nodes serving multiple chunk files, the data requests
from different processes/executors will compete for shared resources such as hard disk head and
network bandwidth. Because of this, the makespan of the entire program could be significantly
prolonged and the overall I/O performance will degrade.
iii

The first part of my dissertation seeks to address aspects of these problems by creating an I/O
middleware system and designing matching-based algorithms to optimize data access in parallel
big data processing. To address the problem of remote data movement, we develop an I/O middleware system, called SLAM [90, 91], which allows MPI-based analysis and visualization programs
to benefit from locality read, i.e, each MPI process can access its required data from a local or
nearby storage node. This can greatly improve the execution performance by reducing the amount
of data movement over network. Furthermore, to address the problem of imbalanced data access,
we propose a method called Opass [45], which models the data read requests that are issued by
parallel applications to cluster nodes as a graph data structure where edges weights encode the
demands of load capacity. We then employ matching-based algorithms to map processes to data to
achieve data access in a balanced fashion. The final part of my dissertation focuses on optimizing
sub-dataset analyses in parallel big data processing. Our proposed methods can benefit different
analysis applications with various computational requirements and the experiments on different
cluster testbeds show their applicability and scalability.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The advances in sensing, networking and storage technologies have led to the generation and
collection of data at extremely high rates and volumes. For instance, the collective amount of
genomic information is rapidly expanding from terabytes to petabytes [4] and doubles every 12
months [18, 80, 69]. Petascale simulations in cosmology [41] and climate(UV-CDAT) [86] compute at resolutions ranging into the billions of cells and create terabytes or even exabytes of data for
visualization and analysis. Also, large corporations, such as Google, Amazon and Facebook produce and collect terabytes of data with respect to click stream or logs in only a few hours [92, 58].
These large-scale scientific and social data require applications to spend more time than ever on
analyzing and visualizing them. Parallel computing techniques [49, 11] speed up the performance of analysis applications by exploiting the inherent parallelism in data mining/rendering
algorithms [23]. Commonly used parallel strategies [23] in data analysis include independent parallelism, task parallelism, and single program, multiple data (SPMD) parallelism, which allow a
set of processes to execute in parallel algorithms on partitions of the dataset. In this dissertation,
we refer to each operator on data partitions as a data processing task and parallel data analysis are
referred to as the set of parallel processes running simultaneously to perform the tasks.
Conventionally, in parallel big data computing, multiple processes running on different compute
nodes share a global parallel file system. Once a data processing task is scheduled to a process,
the data will be transferred from the shared file system to the compute processes. Parallel file
systems such as PVFS [73] stripe a dataset into many equal pieces and spread them across the
storage as shown in Figure 1.1. While such an equal-stripping strategy can allow the storage nodes
to serve data requests in a relatively balanced fashion, the process of decoupling parallel storage
with computation involves a great deal of data movement over the network. Therefore, the large
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amounts of data movement over the shared network could incur an extra overhead during parallel
execution in today’s big data era, especially for the iterative data analysis, which involves moving



data from storage to processes repeatedly.


Figure 1.1: File-striping data layout in parallel file systems (PVFS).

Distributed file systems [37, 21], such as GFS, HDFS, QFS or Ceph, could be directly deployed on
the disks of cluster nodes [38] to reduce data movement. When storing a dataset, distributed file
systems will usually divide the data into smaller chunk/block files and randomly distribute them
with several identical copies (for the sake of reliability). When retrieving data from HDFS, a client
process will first attempt to read the data from the disk that it is running on, referred to as data
locality access. If the required data is not on the local disk, the process will then read from another
node that contains the required data. Such a architecture of co-locating computation & stoarge
exhibits the benefit of local data access in big data processing.
Job or task schedulers in parallel big data applications such as mpiBLAST [56] and ParaView
can maximize the usage of computing resources such as memory and CPU by tracking resource
consumption/availability for task assignment. However, since these schedulers do not take the
distributed I/O resources and global data distribution into consideration, the data requests from
2

parallel processes/executors in big data processing will unfortunately be served in an imbalanced
fashion on the distributed storage servers. These imbalanced access patterns among storage nodes
are caused because a). unlike conventional parallel file system using striping policies to evenly
distribute data among storage nodes, data-intensive file systems such as HDFS store each data
unit, with several copies based on a relative random policy, which can result in an uneven data
distribution among storage nodes; b). based on the data retrieval policy in HDFS, the more data a
storage node contains, the higher the probability that the storage node could be selected to serve
the data. Therefore, on the nodes serving multiple chunk files, the data requests from different
processes/executors will compete for shared resources such as hard disk head and network bandwidth. Because of this, the makespan of the entire program could be significantly prolonged and
the overall I/O performance will degrade.
In general, parallel data analyses impose several challenges on today’s big data processing system
and demands additional functionality as discussed below.

• Typical parallel applications such as mpiBLAST run on a HPC system or a cluster with many
parallel processes, which execute the same computational algorithm but process different
portions of the datasets. The parallel programming model for these applications is the MPI
programming model, in which the shared dataset is stored in a network-accessible storage
system like NFS, PVFS [73], or Lustre [75], and transferred to a parallel MPI process during
execution. This programming model is well-known as the compute-centric model. Thus, the
fundamental challenge of running parallel application on HDFS includes the implementation
of the co-located compute and storage properties of MPI-based programs, which usually do
not take the physical location of data into account during task assignment; and the incompatibility of conventional I/O interfaces, such as MPI File read(), and HDFS I/O, such as
hdfsRead().
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• Data requests from script-based or MPI-based applications such as Paraview [12] usually
assign data processing tasks to parallel processes during initialization. These processes can
simultaneously issue a large number of data read requests to file systems [78, 23, 98]. With
the data stored in HDFS, processes will read their data from their local disk if the required
data is on the corresponding disk, or from another remote nodes that contain the required
data. However, the data distribution/accesses strategies in HDFS could cause parallel data
requests to be served in an imbalanced fashion and thus degrade the I/O performance. In
general, the main challenge associated with imbalance issues is finding an assignment of
processes to tasks, such that the maximum amount of data can be accessed in a balanced
fashion, while also adhering to the constraints of data distribution in HDFS and the load
balance requirements of each parallel process/executor. This is complicated by the fact that,
a) Parallel processes/executors usually need to be assigned an equal number of tasks so as
to maximize the utilization of resources. b) Data in HDFS is not evenly distributed on the
cluster nodes, which implies that some processes have more local data than others. c) If an
application were to require multiple data inputs, the inputs needed by a task may be stored
on multiple nodes.
• Sub-dataset analyses are the process of analyzing specific sub-datasets, e.g, events or topics,
to ensure system security and gain business intelligence [57]. A large dataset may contain
millions or billions of sub-datasets such as advertisement clicks or event-based log data [9,
5, 33]. The content of a single sub-dataset can be stored in different data partitions, e.g,
HDFS blocks, and each block usually contains many sub-datasets. Since sub-dataset analysis
programs do not have the knowledge of sub-datasets distribution over HDFS blocks, i.e. the
data size of the sub-dataset contained by each block, the sub-dataset filtration or sampling
in big data processing will unfortunately result in an imbalanced execution in parallel subdataset analysis. One main challenge to solve this problem is that collecting and storing the
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meta-data pertaining to the distribution of millions or billions of sub-datasets could incur a
substantial cost in memory and CPU cycles.

In order to address the above challenges, we firstly propose a scalable locality-aware middleware
(SLAM), which allows scientific analysis applications to benefit from data-locality exploitation
with the use of HDFS, while also maintaining the flexibility and efficiency of the MPI programming model. SLAM aims to enable parallel processes to achieve high I/O performance in the
environment of data-intensive computing and it consists of three components: (1) a data-centric
scheduler (DC-scheduler), which transforms a compute-centric mapping into a data-centric one so
that a computational process always accesses data from a local or nearby computation node, (2) a
data location-aware monitor to support the DC-scheduler by obtaining the physical data distribution in the underlying file system, and (3) a virtual I/O translation layer to enable computational
processes to execute conventional I/O operations on distributed file systems. SLAM can benefit
not only parallel programs that call our DC-scheduler to optimize data access during development,
but also existing programs in which the original process-to-file assignments could be intercepted
and re-assigned so as to achieve maximum efficiency on a parallel system.
Secondly, we present a systematic analysis for parallel data imbalanced read on distribution file
systems. Based on the analysis, we propose novel matching-based algorithms for parallel big data
processing, which assist parallel applications with the assignment of data tasks such that the distributed I/O resources can be maximally utilized as well as to balance the distribution of covariates
in datasets and application demands. To achieve this, we retrieve the data layout information for
data analysis programs from the underlying distributed file system and model the assignment of
processes/executors to data as a one-to-many matching in a Bipartite Matching Graph. We then
compute a solution for the matching graph that enables parallel data requests to be served on HDFS
in a balanced fashion.
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Thirdly, we propose a novel method to optimize sub-dataset analysis over distributed storage systems referred to as DataNet. DataNet aims to achieve distribution-aware and workload-balanced
computing and consists of the following three parts: (1) we propose an efficient algorithm with
linear complexity to obtain the meta-data of sub-dataset distributions, (2) we design an elastic
storage structure called ElasticMap based on the HashMap and BloomFilter techniques to store the
meta-data and (3) we employ a distribution-aware algorithm for sub-dataset applications to achieve
a workload-balance in parallel execution. Our proposed method can benefit different sub-dataset
analyses with various computational requirements.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we present the workflow of existing parallel applications in scientific analysis
and visualization. Specifically, we use two well-known applications to demonstrate how parallel
processes access their needed data for analysis and visualization. We also discuss how parallel
applications can access data from distributed file systems, e.g, HDFS. We then briefly describe
challenges associated with parallel data access on the file systems.

2.1

Scientific Analysis and Visualization Applications

In computational biology, genomic sequencing tools are used to compare given query sequences
against database to characterize new sequences and study their effects. There are many different alignment algorithms in this field, such as Needleman-Wunsch [66], FASTA [71], and
BLAST [13]. Among them, the BLAST family of algorithms is the most widely used in the study
of biological and biomedical research. It compares a query sequence with database sequences via
a two-phased heuristic-based alignment algorithm. At present, BLAST is a standard defined by the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).
mpiBLAST [31] is a parallel implementation of NCBI BLAST. As shown in Figure 2.1, mpiBLAST organizes all parallel processes into one master process and many worker processes. Before performing an actual search, the raw sequence database is formatted into many fragments
and stored in a shared network file system with the support of MPI or POSIX I/O operations.
mpiBLAST follows a compute-centric model and moves the requested database fragments to the
corresponding compute processes. By default, the master process accepts gene sequence search
jobs from clients and generates task assignments according to the database fragments, and mpi-
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BLAST workers load database fragments from a globally accessible file system over a network and
perform the BLAST task according to the master scheduling. To search through a large database,
the I/O cost, which takes place before the real BLAST execution, takes a significant amount of
time.
BLAST job submitted

Client
Network

Master

Workers
Data load

BLAST

Result
merge

Output file
Shared storage

Figure 2.1: The default mpiBLAST framework: mpiBLAST workers load database fragments
from a globally accessible file system over a network and perform BLAST task according to the
master scheduling.

ParaView [12] is an open-source, multi-platform application for the visualization and analysis of
scientific datasets. ParaView has three main logical components: data server, render server, and
client. The data server reads in files from shared storage and processes data through the pipeline
to the render server, which renders this processed data to present the results to the client. The data
server can exploit data parallelism by partitioning the data and assigning each data server process
a part of the dataset to analyze. By splitting the data, ParaView is able to run data processing tasks
in parallel. Figure 2.2 demonstrates an example of parallel visualization for a Protein Dataset.
Current MPI based visualization applications adopt a compute-centric scheduling in which each
data server process is assigned tasks according to their MPI ranks. Once a data processing task
is scheduled to a data server process, the data will be transferred from a shared storage system
to the compute node. Since parallel file systems such as PVFS or Lustre, are usually deployed
on storage nodes and data server processes are deployed on compute nodes, this compute-centric
model involves a significant amount of data movement for big data problems and becomes a major
8

stumbling block to high performance and scalability.








Figure 2.2: A protein dataset is partitioned across multiple parallel processes; the left figure is the
sub dataset rendering picture, while the right one is the composite picture of a whole dataset.

2.2 The Hadoop File System and the I/O Interfaces

The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is an open source implementation of the Google
File System (GFS), specifically for the use of MapReduce style workloads. The idea behind the
MapReduce framework is that it is faster and more efficient to send the compute executables to the
stored data to be processed in-situ rather than to pull the data needed from storage. While HDFS
can allow analysis programs to benefit from data locality computation, there are several limitations
to running MPI-based analysis applications on HDFS. Firstly, current MPI-based parallel applications are mainly developed with the MPI model, which employs either MPI-I/O or POSIX-I/O
to run on a network file system or a network-attached parallel file system. However, HDFS has
its own I/O interfaces, which are different from traditional MPI-I/O and POSIX-I/O. Moreover,
MPI-based parallel applications usually produce distributed results and employ “concurrent write”
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methods to output results, while HDFS only supports “append” write.

2.3 Problems of Runing Parallel Applications On HDFS

Parallel applications such Paraview [12] usually assign data processing tasks to parallel processes
during initialization. These processes can simultaneously issue a large number of data read requests
to file systems due to the synchronization requirements of parallel processes [78, 23]. Compared to
distributed computing applications such as MapReduce programs, parallel applications generally
require more precise synchronization and thus a greater number of burst read requests[78, 12, 23,
98]. We specifically discuss two parallel data access challenges in parallel data analysis.
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Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

chunk 1

chunk 2

chunk 3

chunk 1

chunk 3

chunk 4

chunk 1
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... ...
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3
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Figure 2.3: The contention of parallel data requests on replica-based data storage.

Parallel Single-Data Access: Most applications based on SPMD or independent parallelism employ static data assignment methods, which partition input data into independent operators/tasks,
with each process working on different data partitions. A typical example is Paraview [12]. Paraview employs data servers to read files from storage. To process a large dataset, the data servers,
running in parallel, read a meta-file, which lists a series of data files. Then, each data server will
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compute their own part of the data assignment according to the number of data files, number of
server parallel processes, and their own process rank. For instance, the indices of files assigned to
a process i are in the interval:
h
i×

# of f iles
, (i
# of process

+ 1) ×

# of f iles
# of process



The processes read the data in parallel and process data through the pipeline to be rendered. With
the data stored in HDFS, a process will read the data from its local disk if its required data is on
that disk, or from another remote node that contains the required data. Unfortunately, such a read
strategy in HDFS in combination with data assignment methods from applications can cause some
cluster nodes to serve more data requests than others. For the example shown in Figure 2.3, three
processes can read three data chunks from Node 0 and no process will read data from Node 1,
resulting in a lower parallelism utilization of cluster nodes/disks.

dataset of human
dataset of mice
dataset of chimpanz.
inputs of task-0

inputs of task-1
...

Figure 2.4: An example of parallel tasks with multiple parallel data inputs.

Parallel Multi-Data Access: In certain situations, a single task could have multiple datasets as
input e.g. when the data are categorized into different subsets, such as with the gene datasets of
species [42]. For instance, to compare the genome sequences of humans, mice and chimpanzees,
a single task needs to read three inputs, as shown in Figure 2.4. These inputs may be stored
11

on different cluster nodes and, without consideration of data distribution and access policy of
HDFS, their data requests could cause some storage nodes to suffer a contention, thus degrading
the execution performance.
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CHAPTER 3: SCALABLE LOCALITY-AWARE MIDDLEWARE

As data repositories expand exponentially with time and scientific applications become ever more
data intensive as well as computationally intensive, a new problem arises in regards to the transmission and analysis of data in a computationally efficient manner. Programs running on largescale clusters in parallel suffer from potentially long I/O latency resulting from non-negligible data
movement, especially in commodity clusters with Gigabit Ethernet. As we discussed, scientific
analysis applications could significantly benefit from local data access in a distributed fashion with
the use of hadoop file system.
In this chapter, we propose a middleware called “SLAM”, which allow scientific analysis programs to benefit from data locality exploitation in HDFS, while also exploiting the flexibility and
efficiency of the MPI programming model. Since the data are often distributed in advance within
HDFS, the default task assignment, without considering data distribution, may not allow parallel
processes to fully benefit the local data access. Thus, we need to intercept the original task scheduling and re-assign the tasks to parallel process so as to achieve the maximum efficiency of a parallel
system, including a high degree of data locality and load balance. Also, we need to solve the I/O
incompatibility issue, such that the data stored in the HDFS can be accessed through conventional
parallel I/O methods, e.g, MPI-I/O or POSIX I/O.
SLAM implements a fragment location monitor, which collects an unassigned fragment list at all
participating nodes. To achieve this, the monitor needs to make connections to the HDFS NameNode using libHDFS, and request chunk location information by asking NameNode (specified by
a file name, offset within the file, and length of the request). The NameNode replies with a list
of the host DataNodes where the requested chunks are physically stored. Based on this locality
information, our proposed scheduler will make informed decisions as to which node will be chosen
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to execute a computation task in order to take advantage of data locality. This could realize local
data access and avoids data movement in the network.
Specifically, the SLAM framework for parallel BLAST consists of three major components, a
translation I/O layer called SLAM-I/O, a data centric load-balanced scheduler called a DC-scheduler
and a fragments location monitor, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Specifically, the Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS) is chosen as the underlying storage. SLAM-I/O is implemented as an nonintrusive software component added to existing application codes, such that many successful performance tuned parallel algorithms and high performance noncontiguous I/O optimization methods [56, 78, 95] can be directly inherited in SLAM. The DC-scheduler determines which specific
data fragment is assigned to each node to process. It aims to minimize the number of fragments
pulled over the network. DC-scheduler is incorporated into the runtime of parallel BLAST applications. The fragment location monitor will then be invoked by the DC-scheduler to report the
database fragments locations.
(a) SLAM
Client

(b) Software Architecture

BLAST job submitted
DC- scheduler

Fragment location
monitor

Query search request

DFS chunks

DFS head

SLAM-I/O

BLAST

Parallel BLAST with DC-scheduler
(NEW)

Parallel
output

SLAM-I/O layer(NEW)
Output file

Hadoop distributed file system

Hadoop distributed file system

Cluster

Figure 3.1: Proposed SLAM for parallel BLAST. (a) The DC-scheduler employs a “Fragment
Location Monitor” to snoop the fragments location and dispatches unassigned fragments to computation processes such that each process could read the fragments locally, i.e., reading chunks in
HDFS via SLAM-I/O. (b) The SLAM software architecture. Two new modules are used to assist parallel BLAST in accessing the distributed file system and intelligently read fragments with
awareness of data locality.

By tracking the location information, the DC-scheduler schedules computation tasks at the appro14

priate compute nodes, namely, moves computation to data. Through SLAM-I/O, MPI processes
can directly access fragments treated as chunks in HDFS from the local hard drive, which is part
of the entire HDFS storage.

3.1 SLAM-I/O: A Translation Layer

Current scientific parallel applications are mainly developed with the MPI model, which employs
either MPI-I/O or POSIX-I/O to run on a network file system or a network-attached parallel file
system. SLAM uses HDFS to replace these file systems, and therefore entails handling the I/O
compatibility issues between MPI-based programs and HDFS.
More specifically, scientific parallel applications access files through MPI-I/O or POSIX-I/O interfaces, which are supported by local UNIX file systems or parallel file systems. These I/O methods
are different from the I/O operations in HDFS. For example, HDFS uses a client-server model, in
which servers manage metadata while clients request data from servers. These compatibility issues
make scientific parallel applications unable to run on HDFS.
To solve the problem, we implement a translation layer—SLAM-I/O to handle the incompatible
I/O semantics. The basic idea is to transparently transform high-level I/O operations of parallel
applications to standard HDFS I/O calls. We elaborate how SLAM-I/O works as follows. SLAMI/O first connects to the HDFS server using hdfsConnect() and mounts HDFS as a local directory
at the corresponding compute node. Hence each cluster node works as one client to HDFS. Any
I/O operations of parallel applications that work in the mounted directory are intercepted by the
layer and redirected to HDFS. Finally, the corresponding hdfs I/O calls are triggered to execute
specific I/O functions e.g. open /read /write /close.
Handling concurrent write is another challenge in the development of SLAM. Parallel applications
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usually produce distributed results and may allow every engaged process write to disjoint ranges in
a shared file. For instance, mpiBLAST takes advantage of Independent/Collective I/O to optimize
the searched output. The WorkerCollective output strategy introduced by Lin et. al. [56] realizes
a concurrent write semantic, which can be interpreted as “multiple processes write to a single file
at the same time”. These concurrent write schemes often work well with parallel file systems
or network file systems. However, HDFS only supports appended write, and most importantly,
only one process is allowed to open the file for writing at a time (otherwise an open error will
occur). To resolve this incompatible I/O semantics issue, we revise “concurrent write to one file”
to “concurrent write to multiple files”. We allow every process output their results and the write
ranges independently into a physical file in HDFS. Logically, all output files produced for a data
processing job are allocated in the same directory. The overall results are retrieved by joining all
physical files under the same directory.
In our experimental evaluation, we prototyped SLAM-I/O using FUSE [3], a framework for running stackable file systems in a non-privileged mode. An I/O call from an application to the
Hadoop file system is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The Hadoop file system is mounted on all participating cluster nodes through the SLAM-I/O layer. The I/O operations of mpiBLAST are passed
through a virtual file system (VFS), taken over by SLAM-I/O through FUSE and then forwarded
to HDFS. HDFS is responsible for the actual data storage management. In regards to concurrent write, SLAM-I/O automatically inserts a subpath using the same name as the output filename
and appends its process ID at the end of the file name. For instance, if a process with id 30
writes into /hdf s/f oo/searchNT result, the actual output file is /hdf s/f oo/serachNT result/
searchNT result30.
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Figure 3.2: The I/O call in our prototype. A FUSE kernel module redirects file system calls from
parallel I/O to SLAM-I/O and SLAM-I/O wrappers HDFS clients and translates the I/o call to DFS
I/O.

3.2 A Data Centric Scheduler

As discussed, the key to realizing scalability and high-performance in big data scientific applications is to achieve data locality and load balance. However, there exists several heterogeneity issues
that could potentially result in load imbalance. For instance, in parallel gene data processing, the
global database is formatted into many fragments. The data processing job is divided into a list of
tasks corresponding to the database fragments. On the other hand, the HDFS random chunk placement algorithm may distribute database fragments unevenly within the cluster, leaving some nodes
with more data than others. In addition, the execution time of a specific BLAST task could vary
greatly and is difficult to predict according to the input data size and different computing capacities
per node [34, 56].
We implement a fragment location monitor as a background daemon to report updated unassigned
fragment statuses to the DC-scheduler. At any point in time, the DC-scheduler always tries to
launch a local task of the requesting process, that is, a task with its corresponding fragment available on the node issued by the requesting process. There exists a good chance of achieving a high
degree of data locality, as each fragment has three physical copies in HDFS, namely, there are three
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different node candidates available for scheduling.
Upon an incoming data processing job, the DC-scheduler invokes the location monitor to report
the physical locations of all target fragments. If a process from a specific node requests a task, the
scheduler assigns a task to the process using the following procedure. First, if there exists local
tasks on the requesting node, the scheduler will evaluate which local task should be assigned to the
requesting process in order to make other parallel processes achieve locality as much as possible
(details will be provided later). Second, if there does not exist any local task on the node, the
scheduler will assign a task to the requesting process by comparing all unassigned tasks in order to
make other parallel processes achieve locality. The node will then pull the corresponding fragment
over the network.
Algorithm 3.2.1 Data centric load-balanced Scheduler Algorithm
1: Let F = {f1 , f2 , ..., fm } be the set of tasks
2: Let Fi be the set of unassigned local tasks located on node i
Steps:
3: Initialize F for a data processing job
4: Invoke Location monitor and initialize Fi for each node i
5: while |F | =
6 0 do
6:
if a worker process on node i requests a task then
7:
if |Fi | =
6 0 then
8:
Find fx ∈ Fi such that
9:
x = argmax( min (|Fk |))
x

Fk ∋fx ,k6=i

x

Fk ∋fx ,k6=i

10:
11:
12:
13:

Assign fx to the requesting process on node i
else
Find fx ∈ F such that
x = argmax( min (|Fk |))

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

Assign fx to the requesting process on node i
end if
Remove fx from F
for all Fk s.t. fx ∈ Fk do
Remove fx from Fk
end for
end if
end while
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The scheduler is detailed in Algorithm 1. The input data processing job consists of a list F of
individual tasks, each associated with a distinct fragment. While the tasks list, F , is not empty,
parallel processes report to the scheduler for assignments. Upon receiving a task request from an
process on Node i, the scheduler determines a task for the process as follows:

• 1. If Node i has some local tasks, then the local task x that could make the number of
unassigned local tasks on all other nodes as balanced as possible will be assigned to the
requesting process. Figure 3.3 illustrates an example to demonstrate how this choice is made.
In the example, there are 4 parallel processes running on 4 nodes, where W 1 requests a task
from its unassigned local tasks F1 =< f 2, f 4, f 6 >. For each task fx in F1 , we compute
the minimum number of unassigned tasks among all other nodes containing fx ’s associated
fragment. For example, the task f2 is local to F2 and F4 , so we compute min(|F2 |, |F4|) = 2.
We assign the task with the largest such value to the idle process, which is f6 in the example.
After the assignment, the number of unassigned local tasks for node W 2, W 3 and W 4
become 2, 2, 2, as shown in Figure 3.3 (b).
• 2. If node i does not contain any unassigned local tasks, the scheduler will perform the above
calculation for all unassigned tasks in F and assign the task with the largest min value to the
requesting process, which needs to pull data over network.

Since mpiBLAST adopts a master-slave architecture, the DC-scheduler could be directly incorporated into the master process, which performs dynamic scheduling according which nodes are idle
at any given time. For such scheduling problems, minimizing the longest execution time is known
to be NP-complete [35] when the number of nodes is greater than 2, even for the case that all tasks
are executed locally. However we will show that for this case, the execution time of our solution is
at most two times that of the optimal solution.
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(b) Assign a task to W1

(a) W1 requests a task

Figure 3.3: A simple example of the DC-scheduler receiving the task request of the process (W 1).
The scheduler finds the unassigned local tasks of W 1 (f 2, f 4 and f 6 in this example). The task f 6
will be assigned to W 1 since the minimum unassigned task value is 3 on W 2 and W 3, which also
has f 6 as a local task. After assigning f 6 to W 1, the number of unassigned local tasks of W 1–4 is
2.

Suppose there are m = |F | tasks with actual execution times of t1 , t2 , ..., tm on n = |W | nodes.
We use T ∗ to denote the maximum execution time of a node in the optimal solution. Notice that
T ∗ cannot be smaller than the maximum execution time of a single task. This observation gives us
a lowerbound for T ∗ :

T ∗ ≥ max (tk )
1≤k≤m

(3.1)

Let T be the maximum execution time of a node in a solution given by our algorithm. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the last completed task fn is scheduled on node n. Let sfn denote the
start time of task fn on node n, so T = sfn + tn .
All nodes should be busy until at least time sfn ; otherwise, according to our algorithm, the task fn
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will be assigned to some nodes earlier. Therefore we have T ∗ ≥ sfn . Because T ∗ ≥ max (tk ),
1≤k≤m

∗

we have T ≥ tn . This gives us the desired approximation bound:
T = sfn + tn ≤ 2T ∗

(3.2)

The scheduling problem is even much harder when we take the location variable into consideration.
However, we will conduct real experiments to examine its locality and parallel execution in Section
4.

3.3 ParaView with SLAM

As we discussed, ParaView could suffer from non-negligible data movement and network contention, resulting in serious performance degradation. As with parallel BLAST, ParaView could
benefit from local data access in a distributed fashion. Allowing ParaView to achieve data locality
computation requires the replacement of the data partition scheduling in the ParaView reader modules on each data server processes, which ingest data from files according to the task assignment.
Currently, there are a large number of data readers with support for various scientific file formats.
Specifically, examples of parallel data readers [79] are Partitioned Legacy VTK Reader, MultiBlock Data Reader, Hierarchical Box Data reader, Partitioned Polydata Reader, etc. To process a
data set, the data servers, running in parallel, will call the reader to read a meta-file, which points
to a series of data files. Then each data server will compute their own part of the data assignment
according to the number of data files, number of parallel servers, and the their own server rank.
Data servers will read the data in parallel from the shared storage and then filter/render.
In order to achieve locality computation for ParaView, we need to intercept the default tasks as-
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signment and use our proposed DC-scheduler to assign tasks for each data server at run time.
Specifically, the SLAM framework for ParaView also includes three components, the translation
layer — SLAM-I/O, the DC-scheduler and the fragments location monitor, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. The DC-scheduler determines which specific data fragment is assigned to each data server
process. To get the physical location of the target data sets, the Location Monitor is invoked by
the DC-scheduler to report the data fragments locations. Through SLAM-I/O, the data server processes can directly access data, treated as chunks in HDFS, from the local hard drive, which is part
of the entire HDFS storage.

Location
Monitor

DC-Scheduler
(process id)

HDFS
SLAM
-I/O

Figure 3.4: Proposed SLAM for ParaView. The DC-scheduler assign data processing tasks to MPI
processes such that each MPI process could read the needed data locally, i.e., reading chunks in
HDFS via SLAM-I/O.

Our proposed DC-scheduler algorithm in Section 3.3 is very suitable for the applications with
dynamic scheduling algorithms, such as mpiBLAST, in which scheduling is determined by which
nodes are idle at any given time. However, since the data assignment in ParaView uses a static data
partitioning method, the work allocation is determined beforehand; no process works as a central
scheduler. For this kind of scheduling, we adopt a round-robin request order for all data server in
Step 8 of Algorithm 3.2.1. Until the set F is empty, the the data server process with a specific pid
can get all the data pieces assigned to it. Then the data servers will read the data in parallel and
then filter/render.
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3.4 Specific HDFS Considerations

HDFS employs some default data placement policies. A few considerations should be taken into
account when we choose HDFS as the shared storage. First, each individual fragment file size
should not exceed the configured chunk size, otherwise the file will be broken up into multiple
chunks with each chunk replicated independently of other related chunks. If only a fraction of
the specific fragment can be accessed locally, other parts must be pulled over the network. Consequently, the locality benefit is lost. As a result, we should keep the file size of each database
fragment smaller than the chunk size when formatting the data set. Second, for parallel BLAST,
when applying the database format method, each fragment includes seven related files, six of which
are smaller files and one is bigger. The hadoop Archive method should be applied to ensure that
these seven files are stored together during a formatted execution.

3.5 Experiments and Analysis

3.5.1 Experimental Setup

We conducted comprehensive testing on our proposed middleware SLAM on both Marmot and
CASS clusters with different storage systems. Marmot is a cluster of PRObE on-site project and
housed at CMU in Pittsburgh. The system has 128 nodes / 256 cores and each node in the cluster has dual 1.6GHz AMD Opteron processors, 16GB of memory, Gigabit Ethernet, and a 2TB
Western Digital SATA disk drive. CASS consists of 46 nodes on two racks, one rack including 15
compute nodes and one head node and the other rack containing 30 compute nodes. Each node is
equipped with dual 2.33GHz Xeon Dual Core processors, 4GB of memory, Gigabit Ethernet and a
500GB SATA hard drive.
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In both clusters, MPICH [1.4.1] is installed as parallel programming framework on all compute
nodes running CENTOS55-64 with kernel 2.6. We chose Hadoop 0.20.203 as the distributed file
system, which is configured as follows: one node for the NameNode/JobTracker, one node for the
secondary NameNode, and other nodes as the DataNode/TaskTracker. In addition, we chose two
conventional file systems as our baseline file systems for a comprehensive test. We run experiments
on NFS as the developers of mpiBLAST use NFS as shared storage [56]. We also installed PVFS2
version [2.8.2] with default setting on the cluster nodes: one node as the metadata server for PVFS2,
and other nodes as the I/O servers (similar to HDFS).

3.5.2 Evaluating Parallel BLAST with SLAM

To make a fair comparison with the open source parallel BLAST, we deploy mpiBLAST [1.6.0]
on all nodes in the clusters that support the techniques of query prefetch and computation & I/O
coordination methods that would coordinate dynamic load balancing of computation and high performance noncontiguous I/O. Equipped with our SLAM-I/O layer at each cluster node, HDFS can
be mounted as a local directory and used as shared storage for parallel BLAST. The BLAST itself
can run on HDFS without recompilation. We implement the fragment location monitor and the
DC-scheduler and incorporate both modules into the mpiBLAST master scheduler to exploit data
locality as shown in Figure 3.1. When running parallel BLAST, we let the scheduler process run
on the node on which the NameNode is configured, and parallel processes run on the DataNodes
for the sake of locality.
We select the nucleotide sequence database nt as our experimental database. The nt database
contains the GenBank, EMB L, D, and PDB sequences. At the time when we performed our
experiments, the nt database contained 17,611,492 sequences with a total raw size of about 45 GB.
The input queries to search against the nt database are randomly chosen from nt and revised, which
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guarantees that we find some close matches in the database.
When running mpiBLAST on the cluster with directly attached disks, users usually run fastasplitn
and formatdb once and reuse the formatted database fragments. To deliver database fragments, we
use a dynamic copying method such that the node will copy and cache a data fragment only when
a search task to the fragment is scheduled on the node. These cached fragments are reused for
subsequent sequences searches. mpiBLAST is configured with two conventional file systems—
NFS and PVFS2 and both work as baselines. SLAM employs HDFS as a distributed storage.
Therefore, there is no need for gathering a fragment over network from multi data nodes as PVFS
does, and we do not cache fragments in local disks either.
We studied how SLAM could improve the performance for parallel BLAST. We scaled up the number of data nodes in the cluster and compared the performance with three host file system configurations: NFS, PVFS2 and HDFS, respectively. For clarity, we labeled them as NFS-based, PVFSbased and SLAM-based BLAST. During the experiments, we mount NFS, HDFS and PVFS2 as
the local file systems at each node if a BLAST process is running on that node. We used the
same input query in all running cases and fix the query size to 50 KB with 100 sequences, which
generated a consistent output result of around 5.8 MB. The nt database was partitioned into 200
fragments.

3.5.2.1 Results from an Marmot Cluster

The experimental results collected from Marmot are illustrated in Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.
When running parallel BLAST on a 108-node configuration system, we found the total program execution time with NFS-based, PVFS-based and SLAM-based BLAST to be 589.4, 379.7 and 240.1
seconds, respectively. We calculate the performance gain with Equation 3.3, where TSLAM-based de-
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notes the overall execution time of parallel BLAST based on SLAM and TNFS/PVFS-based is the overall
execution time of mpiBLAST based on NFS or PVFS.


improvement = 1 −



TSLAM-based
.
TNFS/PVFS-based

(3.3)
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Figure 3.5: The performance gain of mpiBLAST execution time when searching the nt database
in use of SLAM as compared to NFS-based and PVFS-based.
As seen from Figure 3.5, we conclude that SLAM-based BLAST could reduce overall execution
latency by 15% to 30% for small-sized clusters with less than 32 nodes as compared to NFSbased BLAST. Given an increasing cluster size, SLAM reduces overall execution time by a greater
percentage, reaching 60% for a 108-node cluster setting. This indicates that the NFS-based setting
is not scaling well. In comparison to PVFS-based BLAST, SLAM runs consistently faster by about
40% for all cluster settings.
To test scalability we collected results of aggregated I/O bandwidth for an increasing number of
nodes as illustrated in Figure 3.6. We find that in SLAM the I/O bandwidth greatly increases as
the number of nodes increases, proving it to be a scalable system. However, the NFS and PVFS
based BLAST schemes have a considerably lower overall bandwidth, and as the number of nodes
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Figure 3.6: The input bandwidth comparison of NFS-based, PVFS-based and SLAM-based
BLAST scheme. The key observation is that SLAM
scales linearly well for search workloads.
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Figure 3.7: The I/O latency comparison of PVFS-based and SLAM-based BLAST schemes on the
nt database with an increasing number of nodes.

To gain some insight on the time costs of data preparation, data input time, referred as I/O latency,
was measured for an increasing number of nodes on both SLAM and PVFS based BLAST, as
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  I/O latency
  of PVFS based BLAST is close to 2,000
illustrated in Figure 3.7. We find that the total
seconds for clusters of 32 nodes and increases thereafter. On the other hand, SLAM achieves a
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much lower I/O latency than PVFS with latency times being a quarter of that of PVFS for clusters
up to 64 nodes, and a fifth for larger networks. Figure 3.8 shows the particular case of I/O latency
 



times on a 64 node cluster using SLAM, PVFS, and NFS. Three latency figures are presented for







each file system: maximum node latency, minimum node latency, and average latency. SLAM


excels in having low latency times in all three tests while maintaining a small difference in I/O
time between the fastest and slowest node, and ultimately achieves the lowest latency times of
all three systems. NFS and PVFS suffer from an imbalance in node latency and on average are
considerably slower than SLAM.
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Figure 3.8: The max and min node I/O time comparison of NFS-based, PVFS-based and SLAMbased BLAST on the nt with varying number of nodes.

3.5.2.2 Results from a CASS Cluster

For a comprehensive testing, we performed similar experiments at an on-site CASS cluster. We
distinguish the average actual BLAST times from I/O latency to gain some insights about scalabil28









ity.
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Figure 3.9: The actual BLAST time comparison of NFS-based, PVFS-based and SLAM-based
BLAST programs on the nt database with different number of nodes.
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Figure 3.10: The average I/O time of NFS-based, PVFS-based and SLAM-based BLAST on the
nt database with different number of nodes.

Figure 3.9 illustrates the average actual BLAST computation times (excluding I/O latency) in
an increasing cluster size. We find that the average actual BLAST
 time in Figure 3.9 decreases
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sharply as the number of nodes grow. The three systems that we tested obtained comparable
BLAST performances. This supports our conjecture as SLAM only targets I/O rather than real
BLAST computation. Different file system configurations—NFS, PVFS, and HDFS account for
the differences among three BLAST programs. Figure 3.10 illustrates the I/O phase of the BLAST
workflow. In NSF and PVFS baselines, the average I/O cost remains consistent, at around 100
seconds, after cluster size exceeds 15. In contrast, SLAM adopts a scalable HDFS solution, which
realizes a decreasing I/O latency along with an increasing number of nodes.
The priority of our DC-scheduler is to achieve data-task locality while adhering to load balance
constraints. To explore the effectiveness of the DC-scheduler,(i.e., to what extent search processes
are scheduled to access fragments from local disks), Figure 3.11 illustrates one snapshot of the
fragments searched on each node and the fragments access by the network. We specifically ran
experiments five times to check how much data is moved through the network in a 30-node setting,
and track down a total number of fragments 150, 180, 200, 210, 240 respectively. As seen from
the Figure 3.11, most nodes search a comparable number of fragments locally. More than 95% of
the data fragments are read from local storage.
We also run mpiBLAST on HDFS using only our I/O translation layer (without the locality scheduler) and found that the performance is only slightly better than that of PVFS-based BLAST. This
is because BLAST processes need to read data remotely without the coordination of data locality
scheduler. We will show the detail comparison in the next Subsection.

3.5.2.3 Comparing with Hadoop-based BLAST

We only show a simple comparison with Hadoop-based Blast from Marmot, as such a comparison
may be unfair since the efficiency, while being the design goal of MPI, is not the key feature of the
MapReduce programming model.
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Figure 3.11: Illustration of which data fragments are accessed locally on which node and involved
in the search process. The blue triangles represent the data fragments accessed locally during the
search, while the red dots represent the fragments accessed remotely.

We chose Hadoop-Blast [7] as the Hadoop-based approach. The database for both programs are
‘nt’ and the input query is same. With a 25-nodes setting on marmot, SLAM-based BLAST takes
568.664 seconds while Hadoop-Blast takes 1427.389 seconds. We run the tests several times, and
the SLAM-based BLAST is always more efficient than Hadoop-based BLAST. The reasons could
be, 1) the task assignment of Hadoop-Blast relies on the Hadoop Scheduler, which is built on
the heartbeat mechanism, 2) the advantages of I/O optimization based on MPI are not adapted by
Hadoop-Blast, and 3) the difference in efficiency of Java and C/C++ implementation [81].

3.5.3 Efficiency of SLAM-I/O Layer and HDFS

In the SLAM-based BLAST framework, a translation layer—SLAM-I/O is developed to allow
parallel I/O to execute on distributed file systems. In our prototype, we chose FUSE mount to
transparently relink these I/O operations to the HDFS I/O interface. Thus, there is a need for
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evaluating the incurred overhead of a FUSE-based implementation.
SLAM-I/O is built through a Virtual File System (VFS). The I/O call needs to go through the kernel
of the client operating system. For instance, to read an index file nt.mbf in HDFS, mpiBLAST
issues an open() call first through the VFS’s generic system call (sys-open()). Next, the call is
translated to hdfsOpenFile(). Finally, the open operation will take effect on HDFS. We conduct
experiments to quantify how much overhead the translation layer running for parallel BLAST
would incur.
We run the search programs and measured the time it takes to open the 200 formatted fragments.
We did two kind of tests. The first directly uses the HDFS library while the other uses the default
POSIX I/O, running HDFS file open through our SLAM-I/O layer. For each opened file, we read
the first 100 bytes and then close the file. We repeated the experiment several times. We found that
the average total time through SLAM-I/O is around 15 seconds. The time through direct HDFS I/O
was actually 25 seconds. This may result from the overhead of connecting and disconnecting with
hdfsConnect() independently for each file. For the second experiment, we ran a BLAST process
on multiple nodes through SLAM-I/O. The average time to open a file in HDFS is around 0.075
seconds, which is negligible compared with the overall data input time and BLAST time. In all, a
FUSE based implementation does not introduce non-negligible overhead. Sometimes, SLAM-I/O
actually performs better than the libhdfs based hard coding solution.
In the default mpiBLAST, each worker maintains a fragmentation list to track the fragments on
its local disk and transfers the metadata information to the master scheduler via message passing.
The master uses a fragment distribution class to audit scheduling. In SLAM, the NameNode is
instead responsible for the metadata management. At the beginning of a computational workflow,
a fragment location monitor retrieves the physical location of all fragments by talking to Hadoop’s
NameNode. We evaluated the HDFS overhead by retrieving the physical location of 200 formatted
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fragments. The average time is around 1.20 seconds, which accounts for a very small portion of
the overall data input time.

3.5.4 Evaluating ParaView with SLAM

To test the performance of ParaView with SLAM, ParaView 3.14 was installed on all nodes in
the cluster. To enable off-screen rendering, ParaView made use of the Mesa 3D graphics library
version 7.7.1. The DC-scheduler is implemented with VTK MultiBlock datasets reader for data
task assignment. A multi-block dataset is a series of sub datasets, together they represent an
assembly of parts or a collection of meshes of different types from a coupled simulation [8].
To deal with MultiBlock datasets, a meta-file with extension “.vtm” or “.vtmb” is read as an index
file, which points to a series of VTK XML data files constituting the subsets. The series of data
files are either PolyData, ImageData, RectilinearGrid, UnstructuredGrid or StructuredGrid with
the extension .vtp, .vti, .vtr, .vtu or .vts. Specifically, our scheduler method is implemented in the
vtkXMLCompositeDataReader class and called in the function ReadXMLData(), which assigns
the data pieces to each data server after processing the meta-file. Through intercepting the original
static data assignment into our DC-scheduler, each data server process can receive the proper task
assignment with it’s associated data locally accessible. The data server will then be able to perform
the data processing tasks according to the data assignment.
For our test dataset we use the data of a Macromolecular structure that was obtained from a Protein
Data Bank [10] containing a repository of atomic coordinates and other information describing
proteins and other important biological macromolecules. The processed output of these protein
datasets are polygonal images, and ParaView is used to process and display such structures from the
datasets. Through ParaView, scientists can also compare different biological datasets by measuring
the distances and bond angles of protein structures to identify unique features. In our test, we take
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each data set as a time step and convert it to a subset of ParaView’s MultiBlock file with extension
“.vtu”. Due to the need to download multiple data sets to the test system, we duplicate some
datasets with some revisions and save them as new datasets.
It should be noted that the data was written in “binary” mode to allow for the smallest possible
amount of time to be spent on parsing the data by the ParaView readers. Additionally, for each
rendering, 96 subsets from 960 data sets were selected. As a result, our test set was approximately
40 GB in total size and 3.8 GB per rendering step.

3.5.4.1 Performance Improvement with the Use of SLAM

Performance is characterized by two aspects of the ParaView experiment: the overall execution
time of the ParaView rendering and the data read time per I/O operation during program execution.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the execution time of a ParaView analysis for an increasing number of nodes
with PVFS, HDFS file systems. With a small cluster of 16 nodes, the total time of the ParaView
experiment did not greatly differ between the three methods, though there was some advantage
to the SLAM based ParaView, which executed in 300 seconds. A 32 node cluster displayed the
same attributes with ParaView executing in 200 seconds. At 64 nodes however, the SLAM based
ParaView shows it’s strength in large clusters seeing a large reduction in total time when compared
with the PVFS and HDFS filesystems being nearly 100 seconds quicker in execution for a total
execution time of 110 seconds. In a 96 node cluster, the difference between SLAM and the other
filesystems is lessened. However, a great improvement is observed with SLAM based ParaView,
which executes in 70 seconds, a reduction of almost 2X over PVFS and HDFS.
Figure 3.12 visualizes the time per process of a ParaView simulation on a 96 node cluster in
marmot. With PVFS, data read times are consistently slow due to it’s network loaded datasets and
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exhibit frequent bursts in read times, indicating a bottleneck due to read requests. PVFS achieves
a 9.82 second average with a standard deviation of 0.669. HDFS Paraview shows the benefit
of strictly implementing a distributed file system without a locality algorithm or fragmentation
tracker. HDFS ParaView, in certain instances, is able to achieve very low read times with the
fastest time being 2.63 seconds, however these instances of quick access are negated by the times
in which data is not locally available and must be fetched over the network. Overall HDFS achieves
an average readtime of 5.65 seconds with a standard deviation of 1.339. SLAM-based ParaView
consistently achieves low read times with only a few outliers in which an I/O operation readtime
was longer than usual. SLAM achieves an average readtime of 3.17 seconds with a standard
deviation of 0.316. Overall, SLAM is able to take better advantage of large clusters by consistently
making data locally available to processes through it’s DC scheduler and fragmentation monitor
whereas PVFS and HDFS are constantly hindered by delays in dataset movement.
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Figure 3.12: The execution time of PVFS-based, HDFS-based and SLAM-based ParaView with
different number of nodes.
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Figure 3.13: Trace of time taken for each call to vtkFileSeriesReader with/out SLAM support
ParaView. Compared to PVFS-based, the number of spikes in read time are diminished and there
is a smaller deviation around the trend line when computation is kept predominantly to nodes
containing local copies of the needed data.

3.5.4.2 Experiments with Lustre and Discussion

Lustre is a popular parallel cluster file system known for powering seven of the ten largest HPC
clusters worldwide [75]. Thus, we deploy Lustre as a storage system for comprehensive testing.
We set up an experimental architecture similar to HPC systems: a dedicated shared storage of a
fixed number of I/O nodes and a variable of clients to access the storage. In practical use, it is
not likely that Lustre would be co-located on the compute nodes within a cluster since Lustre is
highly dependent on hardware. For example, in the experiments performed on Marmot, if one I/O
node is disabled the storage system becomes inaccessible or very slow. In comparison, an HDFS
DataNode failure will not affect storage performance and will in fact be completely transparent to
the user.
16 nodes were selected as dedicated storage nodes. PVFS2 version [2.8.2] and Lustre version
[1.8.1] were installed with default settings with one node acting as the Metadata Server and the
other nodes acting as Object Storage Servers or I/O servers. For HDFS, we always co-located the
storage and compute nodes. We use the Macromolecular datasets as well.
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Using PVFS, Lustre, HDFS and SLAM, we first run ParaView with 16 data server processes as
client processes and then increase the processes. A comparison of their performance is shown in
Table 3.1. Each I/O operation performs operations on data about 60 Mb in size. The processing
time is then collected from the vtkFileSeriesReader. Lustre performs very well in the experiment
compared to PVFS and HDFS(without DC-scheduler), however, as with PVFS, it fails to scale after
a certain number of client processes is reached, indicating a peak in bandwidth. SLAM however, is
the best performer in the experiment, with an average of less than four seconds for all tested client
processes.

Table 3.1: Average read time per I/O operation (s)
# of Client process
PVFS-based
Lustre-based
HDFS-based (w/o Scheduler)
SLAM-based

16
6.17
2.98
4.34
3.039

64
11.42
4.82
6.64
3.47

116
20.38
6.15
6.94
3.91

152
–
8.55
–
–
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Figure 3.14: Read bandwidth comparison of Lustre, PVFS, HDFS (without scheduler) and SLAM
based ParaView.

A read performance comparison is illustrated in Figure 3.14 which illustrates that PVFS and Lustre
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reach their bandwidth peak at 64 and 116 client processes respectively, after which there will be
almost no gain in read performance with any increase in client processes. In fact, it can be derived
from Table 3.1 that with 152 client processes, the bandwidth of Lustre is even slightly less than
that of 116 client processes. This shows that dedicated storages will reach a bandwidth bottle neck
with an increasing number of client processes.

3.6

Related Works

There are many methods that are used in parallel BLAST. ScalaBLAST [67] is a highly efficient
parallel BLAST, which organizes processors into equally sized groups and assigns a subset of input
queries to each group. It can use both distributed memory and shared memory architectures to load
the target database. Lin et. al. [55] developed another efficient data access method to deal with
data initial preparation and result merging in memory. MR-MPI-BLAST [81] is a parallel BLAST
application, which employs MapReduce-MPI library developed by Sandia Lab. These parallel
applications can benefit from the flexibility and efficiency of the HPC programming model while
still following a compute-centric model.
AzureBlast [60] is a case study of developing scientific applications such as BLAST on the cloud.
CloudBLAST [61] adopts a MapReduce paradigm to parallelize genome index and search tools and
manage their executions in the cloud. Both AzureBlast and CloudBLAST only implement query
segmentation but exclude database segmentation. Hadoop-BLAST [7] and bCloudBLAST [63]
present a MapReduce-parallel implementation for BLAST but don’t adopt existing advanced techniques like collective I/O as well as computation and I/O coordination. Our SLAM is orthogonal to
these techniques, as it allows parallel BLAST applications to benefit from data locality exploitation
in HDFS and exploit the flexibility and efficiency of the MPI programming model.
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There exists methods that are used to improve the parallel I/O performance. iBridge [99] uses solid
state drives to serve request fragments and bridge the performance gap between serving fragments
and serving large sub-requests. TCIO [95] is a user-level library and allows program developers to
incorporate the collective I/O optimization into their applications. C. Sigovan et. al. [77] presents a
visual analysis method for I/O trace data that takes into account the fact that HPC I/O systems can
be represented as networks. R. Prabhakar et. al. [72] propose a disk-cache and parallelism aware
I/O scheduling to improve storage system performance. The FlexIO [101] is a middleware that
offers simple abstractions and diverse data movement methods to couple simulation with analytics.
Sun et. al. [93] propose a data replication scheme(PDLA) to improve the performance of parallel
I/O systems. Janine et. al. [17] developed a platform that realizes efficient data movement between
in-situ and in-transit computations that perform on large-scale scientific simulations. Haim Avron
et. al.

[16] develop an algorithm that uses a memory management scheme and adaptive task

parallelism to reduce the data-movement costs. In contrast to these methods, our SLAM uses an
I/O middleware to allow parallel applications to achieve scalable data access with an underlying
distributed file system.
The data locality provided by a data-intensive distributed file system is a desirable feature to improve I/O performance. This is especially important when dealing with the ever-increasing amount
of data in parallel computing. VisIO [64] obtains a linear scalability of I/O bandwidth for ultrascale visualization by exploiting the data locality in HDFS. The VisIO implementation calls the
HDFS I/O library directly from the application programs, which is an intrusive scheme and requires significant hard coding. Mesos [44] is a platform for sharing commodity clusters between
multiple diverse cluster computing frameworks. Mesos shares resources in a fine-grained manner,
allowing frameworks to achieve data locality by taking turns reading data stored on each machine.
The aforementioned data movement solutions work in different contexts from SLAM.
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CHAPTER 4: PARALLEL DATA ACCESS OPTIMIZATION

In this chapter, we will present a complete analysis for parallel data imbalanced read on distribution
file systems. And then we propose novel matching-based algorithms for optimizing parallel read
access, referred to as Opass.

4.1

Problems and Theroitical Analysis

In this section, we will formally discuss the severity of the problem for parallel read access on
distributed file systems.

4.1.1

Remote Access Pattern Analysis

Assume a set of parallel processes are launched on an m-node cluster with an r-way replication
storage architecture to analyze a dataset consisting of n chunks and they are randomly assigned
to processes, the probability of reading a chunk locally is r/m (r out of m cluster nodes has the
copy). Let X be the random variable denoting the number of files read locally, X has a Binomial
Distribution and its cumulative distribution function is
k  
X
r i 
r n−i
n
P (X ≤ k) =
1−
i
m
m
i=0

By default, r is equal to 3 in HDFS. Given a 32G dataset consisting of 512 chunks, in Figure 4.1,
we plot the cumulative distribution function of X for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., 20 with cluster sizes of 64,
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128, 256 and 512. The probability of reading more than 5 chunks locally is

P (X > 5)|m=64 = 1 − P (X ≤ 5)|m=64 = 81.09%,
P (X > 5)|m=128 = 1 − P (X ≤ 5)|m=128 = 21.43%,
P (X > 5)|m=256 = 1 − P (X ≤ 5)|m=256 = 1.64%,
P (X > 5)|m=512 = 1 − P (X ≤ 5)|m=512 = 0.46%
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Figure 4.1: CDF of the number of chunks read locally. The cluster size, m, changes from 64 to
512.

We see that the probability of reading data locally exponentially decreases as the size of the cluster
increases. Furthermore, with a cluster size m = 128, the probability of reading more than 9 chunks
locally is about 2%. This implies that almost all data will be accessed remotely in a large cluster.

4.1.2

Imbalanced Access Pattern Analysis

When a chunk must be accessed remotely, the cluster node to serve the data request is chosen
from the nodes which contain the required chunk. We assume that these nodes have an equal
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probability of being chosen to serve the data request. We will show how this policy will result in
an imbalance of read access patterns. For a given storage node nj , let Z be the random variable
denoting the number of chunks served by nj and Y be the number of chunks on nj . By default,
data are randomly distributed within HDFS, so the probability of the node nj containing a certain
chunk is r/m. Thus, the probability that nj contains exactly a chunks is
   
r n−a
r a
n
1−
P (Y = a) =
m
m
a
Based on the observation in Remote Access Pattern Analysis, we can assume that almost all data
requests served by nj are remote requests. For any chunk on nj , the probability of the process
requesting that chunk being served by nj is 1/r. Given that nj contains exactly a chunks, the
conditional probability P (Z ≤ k|Y = a) is a Binomial cumulative distribution function, and
according to the Law of Total Probability, the probability that nj will serve at most k chunks is

P (Z ≤ k) =

n
X

P (Z ≤ k|Y = a) P (Y = a)

a=0

a−i !
n
k    i 
X
X
1
a
1
=
1−
P (Y = a)
i
r
r
a=0
i=0
Given r = 3, n = 512, and m = 128, the expected number of nodes serving at most 1 chunk is
512 × P (Z ≤ 1) = 11 while the expected number of nodes serving more than 8 chunks is 512 ×
(1 − P (z ≤ 8)) = 6, which implies that some storage nodes will serve more than 8X the number
of chunk requests as others. On the nodes serving 8 chunks, the read requests from different
processes will compete for the hard disk head and network bandwidth, while the nodes serving
1 chunk will be idle while waiting for synchronization. The imbalanced data access patterns will
result in inefficiency in parallel use of storage nodes/disks and hence a low I/O performance.
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4.2

Methodology and Design of Opass

In this section, we first retrieve the data distribution information from the underlying distributed file
system and build the processes to data matching with locality relationship in Section 4.2.1. We then
find a matching from processes to data through matching based algorithms with the constraints of
locality and load balance. Finally, we apply Opass to dynamic parallel data access in heterogeneous
environments in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.1

Encoding Processes to Data Matching

Based on the data read policy in HDFS and our analysis in Section 4.1, we can allow parallel
data read requests to be served in a balanced way through maximizing the degree of data locality
access. To achieve this, we retrieve data distribution information from storage and build the locality
relationship between processes and chunk files, where the chunk files will be associated with data
processing operators/tasks according to different parallel applications, as discussed in Section 4.2.2
and 4.2.3. The locality relationship is represented as a Bipartite Matching Graph G = (P, F, E),
where P = {p0 , p1 , ..., pn } and F = {f0 , f1 , ..., fm } are the vertices representing the processes
and chunk files respectively and E ⊂ P × F is the set of edges between P and F . Each edge
connecting some pi ∈ P and some fj ∈ F is configured with a capacity equal to the amount of
data associated with fj that can be accessed locally by pi . If there is no data associated with fj that
is co-located with pi , no edge will be added between the two vertices.
There may be several processes co-located with a chunk since the data set has several copies stored
on different cluster nodes. We show a bipartite matching example in Figure 6.3. The vertices on
the bottom represent processes, while those on the top represent chunk files. Each edge indicates
that a chunk file and a process are co-located on a cluster node. To achieve a high degree of data
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locality access, we need to find a one-to-many matching that contains the largest number of edges.
We define a matching in which all of the needed data are assigned to co-located processes as a full
matching.






Figure 4.2: A bipartite matching example of processes and chunk files. The edges represent that
the files are located on the same cluster node with the processes.

4.2.2

Optimization of Parallel Single-Data Access

In general, the overall execution time for parallel data analysis will be decided by the longest
running process. As mentioned in Section 2.3, applications such as Paraview use a static data
assignment method to assign processes with an equal amount of data files so as to adhere to load
balancing considerations. Also, each data processing task takes only one data input. We refer to
this as Single-data Access. We can encode this type of matching problem as a flow network as
shown in Figure 4.3.
Assume that we have m parallel processes to process n chunk files, each will be processed only
S
once. First, two vertices, s, t ∈
/ P F , are added to the process to file matching graph. Then, m

edges, each connecting s and a vertex in P are added with equal capacity T otalSize/m, where
T otalSize is the net size of all data to be processed. Next, edges are added between processes and
tasks, each with capacity of the file size. Finally, n edges, each connecting a vertex in F with t,
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are added, each has a capacity equal to the size of the file that it connects to t. With data stored in
HDFS, the file size is equal to or smaller than the setting of the chunk size (by default 64M).
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Figure 4.3: The matching-based process-to-file configuration for Single-Data Access in equal-data
assignment. Each data processing task has only one input.

In order to achieve a maximum amount of local data reads, we employ the standard max-flow
algorithm, Ford-Fulkerson [29], to compute the largest flow from s to t. The algorithm will iterate
many times. In each iteration it increases the number of tasks/files assigned to processes. With the
use of flow-augmenting paths [29], if a task t has been assigned to process i, but the overall size
of the graph’s maximum matching could be increased by matching t with another process j, the
assignment of t to i will be canceled and t is reassigned to j. Such a cancellation policy enables
the assignments of processes on tasks to be optimal. The formal proof can be found in [29]. The
complexity of our implementation of task assignment is O(nE), where n is the number of files and
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E is the number of edges in Figure 6.3.
We briefly discuss the maximum matching achieved through the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm. A
maximum matching is defined as a matching of processes and files with the greatest possible number of edges satisfying the flow capacity constraint. In an ideal situation in which data is evenly
distributed within the cluster nodes, a full-matching is achieved. However, in HDFS, there are
cases that can cause the data distribution to be unbalanced. For instance, node addition or removal
could cause an unbalanced redistribution of data. Because of this, the maximum matching achieved
through the flow-based method may be not a full matching, which implies that some processes are
assigned less than T otalSize/m of data. To rectify this, we randomly assign unmatched tasks to
each such process until all processes are matched to T otalSize/m of data.

4.2.3

Optimization of Parallel Multi-data Access

For a single task with multiple data inputs as shown in Figure 2.4, the inputs may be placed on
multiple nodes, which implies that some of the data associated with a given task may be local to
the process assigned to that task and some may be remote. Because of this, tasks with multiple
inputs will complicate the matching of processes to data. Such a matching problem is related to the
stable marriage problem, which however only deals with one-to-one matching [29]. In this section,
we propose a novel matching-based algorithm for this type of parallel data access.
Our algorithm aims to associate each process with data processing tasks such that a large amount
of data can be read locally. To achieve this, we use the matching information obtained in Section 4.2.1, as shown in Figure 6.3 to find co-located data between tasks and parallel processes.
Figure 4.4(a) shows a table that records the tasks, processes, and the size of the data that is colocated between them. We then assign each processes with the equal number of tasks for parallel
execution. Based on the co-located data information, we assign tasks to processes such that a task
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with a large amount data co-located with a process will have a high assignment priority to that
process. For instance, task t4 has the highest priority to be assigned to process P0 because there is
40 MB of data associated with t4 that can be accessed locally by P0 . We also allow a task to cancel


its current assignment and be reassigned to a new process if that task is associated with more data

co-located with the new process than it’s current process. Figure 4.4(b) shows a re-assignment
event happening on task t5 . t5 is already assigned to p2 , however when p3 begins to choose its
first task, we find that t5 and p3 should a better matching as it has a larger matching value, and we
cancel the assignment for p2 on t5 and reassign t5 to p3 .


(b). Reassign t5 from p2 to p3

(a). Matching table based on locality
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Figure 4.4: The process-to-data matching example for Multi-data Assignment.

The method is detailed in Algorithm 6.3.1. Assume that we have a set of n tasks T = {t0 , t1 , ..., tn−1 }
and a set of m parallel processes P = {p0 , p1 , ..., pm−1 }. Each process will be assigned n/m tasks
for parallel execution. First, through the matching information in Figure 6.3, we can obtain the
local data d(pi ) for each parallel process i, as well as the data d(tj ) needed by each task j. The
output of Algorithm 6.3.1 consists of the tasks assigned to each process i, denoted as T (pi ). Similar to the stable marriage problem, our algorithm achieves the optimal matching value from the
perspective of each process.
To begin with, we compute the amount of co-located data associated with each task and each
process and encode these values as the matching values between them. Then, if there exists a
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process pk that is assigned less than n/m tasks, we will find a task tx with the highest matching
value to pk which has not yet been considered as an assignment by pk . If tx has not been assigned
to any other process, we assign tx to process pk . However, if tx is already assigned to some other
process pl , we compare the matching values between tx and pl and between tx and pk . If a greater
matching value can be achieved by assigning tx to pk , we will reassign tx to pk . Finally, we mark
tx as a task that has already been considered by pk as an assignment. In the worst case, a process
could consider all of the tasks as its assignment, thus the complexity of our algorithm is O(m · n),
where m is number of processes and n is the number of tasks.
Algorithm 4.2.1 Matching-based Algorithm for Tasks with Multi-data Inputs
1: Let d(P ) = {d(p0 ), d(p1 ), ..., d(pm−1 )} be the set of local data associated with each process.
2: Let T = {t0 , t1 , ..., tn−1 } be the set of data operators/tasks.
3: Let d(T ) = {d(t0 ), d(t1 ), ..., d(tn−1 )} be the set of data associated with each data operator/task.
4: Let T (pi ) be the set of tasks assigned to process i.
Steps:
T
j
5: mi = |d(pi ) d(tj )| // the matching size of co-located data for process i and task j
6: while ∃pk : |T (Px )| < n/m do
7:
Find tx whom pk has not yet considered as assignment and x = max(mxk )
x
8:
if tx has not been assigned then
9:
Assign tx to process k
10:
else // tx is already assigned to pl
11:
if mxl < mxk then
12:
Add tx to T (pk )
13:
Remove tx from T (pl )
14:
end if
15:
end if
16:
Record tx has been considered as assignment to Pk
17: end while
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4.2.4

Opass for Dynamic Parallel Data Access

For irregular computation patterns such as gene comparison, the execution times of data processing
tasks could vary greatly and are difficult to predict according to the input data [56]. To address this
problem, applications such as mpiBLAST [56] usually combine task parallelism and SPMD parallelism by adopting a master process that controls and assigns tasks to slave processes, which will
run in parallel to execute data analysis. This can allow for a better load balance in the heterogeneous computing environment. However, since the task assignments made by master processes do
not consider the data distribution in the underlying storage, data requests from different processes
could also encounter a contention on some storage nodes. In this seciton, we will demonstrate how
to adopt our proposed methods to enable the parallel application with dynamic data assignment to
benefit from locality access.
Before actual execution, we assume that each process will process the same amount of data. The
scheduler process employs our matching based algorithms to compute an assignment A∗ for each
slave process, and will assign tasks to slave processes during execution using the assignment A∗
as a guideline. The main steps involved are as follows.

1. Before execution, the scheduler process calls our matching based algorithm to obtain a list
of task assignments for each slave process i, denoted as Li .
2. When process i is idle and Li is not empty, the scheduler process removes a task from the
list Li and assigns that task to the process i.
3. When a process i is idle and the list Li is empty, we pick a task tx from Lk , where Lk is the
longest remaining list and the task tx in Lk has the largest co-located data size with process
i. We assign task tx to process i and remove tx from Lk .
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4.3

Experimental Evaluation

We have conducted a comprehensive testing of Opass on both benchmark applications and wellknown parallel applications on Marmot. Marmot is a cluster of the PRObE on-site project [38]
that is housed at CMU in Pittsburgh. The system has 128 nodes / 256 cores and each node in
the cluster has dual 1.6GHz AMD Opteron processors, 16GB of memory, Gigabit Ethernet, and a
2TB Western Digital SATA disk drive. For our experiments, all nodes are connected to the same
switch.
On Marmot, MPICH [1.4.1] is installed as parallel programming framework on all compute nodes
running CentOS55-64 with kernel 2.6. The Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) is configured
as follows: one node for the NameNode/JobTracker, one node for the secondary NameNode, and
other cluster nodes as the DataNode/TaskTracker. HDFS is configured as normal with 3-way
replication and the size of a chunk file is set as 64 MB. When reading data, the client will attempt
to read from a local disk. If the required data is not on a local disk, the client will read data from
another node that is chosen at random.

4.3.1

Opass Evaluation

4.3.1.1 Evaluating Opass on Parallel Single-Data Access

To test Opass on applications that implement the equal data assignment method, we instruct parallel
processes to read a dataset from HDFS via two methods. The first method, in which the data
assignment of each process is mainly decided by its process rank, is used by ParaView. The
second method is our proposed method: Opass. Our test dataset contains approximately ten chunk
files for every process. Note that this is an arbitrary ratio that could be changed without affecting
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the performance of Opass. We record the I/O time taken to read each chunk file and we show the
comparison of three metrics, the average I/O time taken to read all chunk files, the maximum I/O
time and the minimum I/O time in Figure 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7.
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Figure 4.5: Access data from HDFS w/o Opass.

As we can see in Figure 4.5, without the implementation of Opass, the I/O time becomes more varied as the cluster size increases. For instance, on a 16-node cluster, the maximum I/O time to read
a chunk file is 9X that of the minimum. However, on an 80-node cluster, this value becomes 21X.
Moreover, the maximum I/O time increases dramatically while the minimum I/O time remains
relatively constant. This is not desirable for parallel programs, since the longest operation will
prolong the overall execution. With the use of Opass, as shown in Figure 4.6, the I/O performance
remains relatively constant as the cluster size scales, with an average I/O time of around 0.9 seconds. We attribute this improvement to the fact that without the use of Opass, more than 90% of the
data are accessed remotely. The detailed analysis will be presented along with Figure 4.8and 4.10.
To gain further insight into the I/O time distribution, we plot the I/O time taken to read every chunk
on a 64-node cluster, which contains 640 chunks and the size of each chunk is approximately 64
MB. The execution results are shown in Figure 4.7. The figure shows that without the use of Opass,
the I/O time increases dramatically after the initiation of the execution. This is due to the fact that
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as the application runs, an increasing number of data requests are issued from parallel processes
to storage, which causes contention on disks and the network transfer on some storage nodes. In
contrast, with the use of Opass, the I/O time during the entire execution is approximately one to
two seconds. In all, the average I/O operation time with the use of Opass is a quarter of that without
Opass.
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Figure 4.6: Access data from HDFS with Opass.
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Figure 4.7: I/O time on a 64-node cluster.

To study the balance of data access between cluster nodes, we implement a monitor to record
the amount of data served by each storage node. We show the comparison of three metrics in
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Figure 4.8and 4.9: the average amount of data served by each node as well as the maximum and
minimum amount of data served by a node. As we can see from Figure 4.8, the imbalance of data
access becomes more serious as the size of the cluster increases with the comparison to that of
using Opass as shown in Figure 4.9. For instance, on an 80-node cluster, the maximum amount of
data served by a node is 1500 MB while the minimum is 64 MB.
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Figure 4.8: Access patterns on HDFS w/o Opass.
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Figure 4.9: Access patterns on HDFS with Opass.

We also plot the amount of data served by each node on a 64 node cluster in Figure 4.10. We find
that the amount of data served per node varies greatly with the use of the static assignment. Some
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nodes, such as node-44, serve more than 1400 MB of data while some node serves 64 MB. Such
an imbalance will cause the disk head to become a bottleneck, and thus the I/O read time could
increase, as shown in Figure 4.7. This also confirms our analysis in Section 4.1. In contrast, with
the use of Opass, every storage node serves approximately 640 MB.
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Figure 4.10: Access patterns On a 64-node cluster.

4.3.1.2 Evaluating Opass on Parallel Multi-Data Access

We conduct experiments to test parallel tasks with multi-data inputs. Each task includes three
inputs, one 30 MB data input, one 20 MB input, and one 10 MB input. These three inputs belong
to three different data sets. Again, we evaluate two assignment methods, the default assignment
method and Opass, on a 64 node cluster containing 640 chunk files. We record the I/O time taken
to read each chunk file and plot the data in Figure 4.11. The improvement of Opass in this test is
not as great as that in Figure 4.7. This is because each task involves several data inputs that are
distributed throughout the cluster; therefore, to execute a task, part of data must be read remotely.
In all, the average time cost on each I/O operation is 2 times less than that with the use of the
default dynamic assignment method.
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Figure 4.11: I/O times of tasks with multiple inputs on a 64-node cluster.
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Figure 4.12: Access patterns of multi-inputs on a 64-node cluster.

We also record the the amount of data served by every node on the cluster and plot the results in
Figure 4.12. While the balance of data access between nodes is improved with the use of opass, the
change is not nearly as dramatic as with the equal data assignment and dynamic data assignment
tests. Because the three inputs needed by a task are not always found on that task’s local disk,
Opass will not be able to optimize all of the data assignments and some processes will read data
remotely.
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4.3.1.3 Evaluating Opass on Dynamic Parallel Data Access

For the dynamic data access tests, we allow a master process to control the task assignments with an
architecture similar to that of mpiBLAST [56]. The master process assigns tasks to slave process,
which access data from storage nodes and issue data requests via a random policy to simulate the
irregular computation patterns in parallel computing. As with the Equal data assignment test, we
evaluate two assignment methods on a 64 node cluster containing 640 chunk files. The first method
is the default dynamic data assignment and the second is Opass. The execution results are shown in
Figure 4.13. The results obtained from these tests are similar to those of the equal data assignment
tests shown in Figure 4.7. For the execution with the use of Opass, the average time on each I/O
operation is 2.7 times less than with use of the default dynamic assignment method.
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Figure 4.13: I/O times of dynamic data assignment on a 64-node cluster.
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4.3.2 Efficiency and Overhead Discussion

4.3.2.1 Efficiency of Opass

With the comparison of Figure 4.7, 4.11, and 4.13, we find that the improvements of I/O time
and data access balance vary between the three tests. This is due to the different I/O requirement
for different parallelism. For multiple data inputs, parallel processes need to access part of the
data remotely. Thus, the I/O performance improvements are not as great. We can conclude that
if a data processing task involves too many inputs, our method may not work as well and data
reconstruction/redistribution [76] may be needed.
Since Opass does not modify the design of HDFS, HDFS still control how the data requests should
be served. Unlike a supercomputer platform, clusters are usually shared by multiple applications.
Thus, Opass may not greatly enhance the performance of parallel data requests due to the adjustment of HDFS. However, Opass allows the parallel data requests to be served in an optimized way
as long as the cluster nodes have the capability to deliver data in the fashion of locality and balance.

4.3.2.2 Scalability

With our current experimental settings, we found that the overhead created by the matching method
was less than 1% of the overhead involved with accessing the whole dataset. However, as the
problem size becomes extremely large, the matching method may not be scalable. We leave this
problem as a future work, since the scheduling scalability issue is less important compared to the
actual data movement. For instance, in our test, reading a single chunk file remotely could take
more than 2 seconds, the worst case being 12 seconds. With the use of our method, each file read
request could be in finished around 1 second, and thus the overall performance could be greatly
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improved. Also, many study [46, 96] shows that scheduling scalability is not an critical issue for
data-analysis applications.

4.4

Related Works

Distributed file systems are ever-increasing in popularity for data-intensive analysis and they are
usually deployed within cluster nodes for the sake of avoiding data movement. HDFS is an open
source implementation of the Google File System. Many researches have been proposed to use
the Hadoop system for parallel data processing. Garth [30] and Sun [48, 89] propose methods
to write parallel data into HDFS and achieve high I/O performance. MRAP [76] is proposed to
reconstruct scientific data according to data access patterns to assist data processing using Hadoop
system. Sci-Hadoop [22] allows scientists to specify logical queries over array-based data models.
VisIO [64] and SLAM [90] obtain high I/O performance for ultra-scale visualization with using
HDFS. The aforementioned methods work in different ways than Opass, which systematically
studies the problem of parallel data read access on HDFS and solve the remote and imbalanced
data read using novel matching based algorithms.
There are scheduling methods and platforms to improve data locality computation. Delay scheduling [96] allows tasks to wait for a small amount of time for achieving locality computation.
Quincy [46] is proposed to schedule concurrent distributed jobs with fine-grain resource sharing.
Yarn [82], the new generation of Hadoop system, supports both MPI programs and MapReduce
workloads. Mesos [44] is a platform for sharing commodity clusters between MPI and Hadoop
jobs and guarantees performance isolation for these two parallel execution frameworks. These
methods mainly focus on managing or scheduling the distributed cluster resources and our method
is orthogonal to them, which allows parallel data read requests to be served in a balanced and
locality-aware fashion on HDFS.
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CHAPTER 5: DATA LOCALITY APIs AND THE PROBABILITY
SCHEDULER

In this chapter, we present a general approach to enable data locality computation for parallel applications and refer to it as DL-MPI. We firstly present a data locality API to allow MPI-based
programs to retrieve data distribution information from the underlying distributed file system. The
proposed API is designed to be easily integrated into existing MPI-based applications or new MPI
programs. In addition, we discuss the problem of data processing task assignment based on the
data distribution information among compute nodes and formalize it into an integer programming
problem. To balance data locality computation and the parallel execution time in heterogeneous
environments, we propose a novel probability scheduler algorithm, which schedules data processing tasks to MPI processes through evaluating the unprocessed local data and the computing ability
of each compute node.

5.1 DL-MPI Design and Methodologies

In this section, we will present the design and methodologies of DL-MPI. After giving our design
goals and system architecture, we describe an API for MPI-based programs to retrieve the data
distribution information among nodes from a distributed file system. We also discuss data resource
allocation, which is involved in the assignment of data processing tasks to compute processes.

5.1.1 Design Goals and System Architecture

We aim to provide a generic approach for enabling MPI-based data-intensive applications to achieve
data locality computation using a distributed file system. There are two main issues we need to
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address. 1). The MPI programming model doesn’t have an interface that allows MPI programs to
retrieve data distribution information from underlying storage. 2). An effective and efficient scheduler to assign data processing tasks to parallel processes in a heterogeneous running environment
is needed.

MPI Programming Model
ParaView
mpiBLAST
... ...
DL-MPI
Data Resource Scheduler
Data Locality Interface

Cluster
Data-Intensive File System

...
Figure 5.1: Two new modules are used to assist MPI-based programs in accessing the distributed
file system and intelligently read data with awareness of data locality.

To address these difficulties, we propose an API, which is convenient for MPI-based programs
to retrieve data distribution information from an underlying distributed file system. In addition, a
scheduler algorithm based on probability is proposed to determine data to process scheduling. The
scheduler aims to balance parallel execution time and data locality computation through evaluating
the unprocessed data and data processing speed of each computing node.
The DL-MPI system consists of two important components, a Data Locality Interface and a Data
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Resource Scheduler as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The data to be processed is stored, along with
several copies, in a distributed file system, which supports scalable data access. Through our DLMPI system, the MPI-based application on top could do complexity computation and achieve data
locality computation with HDFS as the underlying storage system.

5.1.2 Data Locality Interface for MPI-based Programs

In this section, we describe the API for retrieving data distribution information from an underlying
distributed file system deployed in a disk-attached cluster.
As we discussed, with traditional MPI-based programming architectures, data locality is not considered and it is not necessary to have a data location querying interface. However, with the
co-located storage and analytic processes, data locality should be considered to gain high I/O performance, especially for massively parallel applications with big data as input. Our data locality
interface is proposed to enable MPI-based programs to take advantage of locality computation in
data-centric architectures. By allowing MPI-based programs to query locality information, the
programs can efficiently map compute processes to data.
We show a typical example of partitioning data across involved MPI processes as follows, where
each MPI process statically calculates its accessing offset based on the rank.

• MPI Comm rank(..., &rank);
• offset = rank * Avg access;
• MPI File open(..., &fh);
• MPI File read at(fh, offset...);
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where rank is the process id, Avg access is access range per process and f h is the file pointer.
When such applications are compute-intensive, the performance will not be affected by the data
partitioning and assignment. However, when the applications become data-intensive, the data
locality is more relevant because more data potentially needs to be transferred to compute nodes.
Thus, a better I/O performance could be achieved by knowing the location of data fragments and
assigning MPI processes the fragments that are local to them.
We chose to build our API on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for this study, which is
actually designed for MapReduce programs. The API set for data locality computation is summarized in Table I. To retrieve the local chunks mapping to a process on a specific dataset, a retrieval
function ( DLI map process chunks) is required, which computes the data range of a given dataset
that is local to a given process. ”Chunk” is the storage unit (64 MB by default) in HDFS. Another
basic function is DLI map chunks process, which builds the map of all processes to their local
chunks on a given dataset. In order to get general distribution of a dataset, these functions include
DLI get total chunks, DLI get data percentage, which help obtain the number of chunks local to
a process and the percentage of a dataset co-located with a given process, respectively. Moreover,
the function of DLI data check is used to check whether a given offset of a dataset is local to a
given process and the function of DLI map Dprocess Dchunks is to return the location information of all the files under a directory. These functions give client applications the ability to make
scheduling decisions based on data locality, which can reduce data movement over the network.
To show how the API is executing for a call from a client application, we take the DLI map process chunks
function as an example, and demonstrate how it works. For a given file name, the steps involved
are: 1) retrieve the file id based on the file name; 2) get the chunk size and calculate the range of
each HDFS chunk; 3) for each chunk, retrieve a list of datanodes with that chunk on its local hard
disk; 4) store the chunk index for each chunk found in step 3, that is local to the given process; 5)
write the chunk-map-process information to the buffer. Currently, we take the data as flat-files and
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more functions are needed for dealing with high-level data format like NetCDF and HDF5.

Table 5.1: Descriptions of data locality API in DL-MPI
int DLI map process chunks(char*, char*, void*)
Retrieves the chunk list of a dataset co-located with a given process
The arguments are dataset/file name, process name and return list buffer
int DLI map chunks process(char*, char**, void*)
Builds the map of chunks local to a group of compute processes given a dataset
The arguments are dataset/file name, processes name list, and return map buffer
int DLI map Dprocess Dchunks(char*, char**, void*)
Builds the maps of chunks local to a group of processes given a directory
The arguments are directory name, processes name list and return map buffer
int DLI get total chunks(char*, char*, int*)
Retrieves the total number of chunks of a dataset local to a given process
The arguments are dataset/file name, process name and return number buffer
int DLI get data percentage(char*, char*, double*)
Retrieves the percentage of a dataset local to a given process
The arguments are dataset/file name, process name and return buffer
int DLI check data(char*, size t*, bool*)
Check whether a given offset of a dataset is local to a given process
The arguments are dataset/file name, offset and return buffer

5.1.3 Data Resource Allocation

To achieve data locality computation for data-intensive applications, not only the information of
data distribution among nodes is required, but also an effective algorithm for mapping data to
processes is needed. In this section, we discuss how to efficiently assign data processing tasks to
processes.
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5.1.3.1 Naive Data Locality Algorithm

To allow a process to achieve data locality computation, we present a naive data locality scheduler
in Algorithm 5.1.1. The naive algorithm takes the chunks and nodes distribution as input. The
output of the algorithm is the assignment of a data processing task for a process.
The assignment policy is straight-forward: whenever a process requests a new task, we greedily
assign the first task which has access to a local chunk. If the process has no unprocessed local
chunks, we assign an arbitrary task to that process.
Algorithm 5.1.1 Naive Data Locality Scheduler Algorithm
1: Let C = {c1 , c2 , ..., cn } be the set of participating nodes
2: Let D = {d1 , d2 , ..., dm } be the set of unprocessed data chunks;
3: Let Di be the set of unprocessed data chunks located on node i;
Steps:
4: while |D| =
6 0 do
5:
if an mpi process on node i requests a new task then
6:
if |Di | =
6 0 then
7:
Randomly choose a dx ∈ Di
8:
Assign dx to the process on node i
9:
else
10:
Randomly choose a dx ∈ D
11:
Assign dx to the process on node i
12:
end if
13:
Remove dx from D
14:
for all Dk s.t. dx ∈ Dk do
15:
Remove dx from Dk
16:
end for
17:
end if
18: end while
There exist several heterogeneity issues that could potentially result in low execution performance
for such a greedy strategy. First, the HDFS random chunk placement algorithm may pre-distribute
the target data unevenly within the cluster, leaving some nodes with more local data than others.
Second, the execution time of a specific computation task could vary a lot among different nodes,
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due to the heterogeneous run-time environment, e.g. multiple users and multiple applications.
These issues could make the processes in some compute nodes take remote computation and thus
have a long I/O wait time.

5.1.3.2 Problem Formalization

As we discussed, in a heterogeneous run-time environment, the execution time on each compute
node may vary greatly from one to another. Thus, to achieve high-performance computing, we need
to take the parallel execution time into consideration as well. We formally discuss the assignment
issue as follows:
Our goal is to assign data processing tasks to parallel MPI processes running on a commodity
cluster, such that we can achieve a high degree of data locality computation and minimize the
parallel execution time. Let the total number of chunks of a dataset be n, and the total number of
nodes be m. To easily discuss our problem, we suppose the process i run on node i. We denote
S
S
D = j dj , where dj is the j th chunk, j ∈ [1, n], and P = i pi where pi is the ith process,

i ∈ [1, m]. Through the Data Locality Interface, we can identify all the local chunks for the
process i. Let
Li = (lik ), where lik =




1



0

Fi = (fix ), where fix =




1


0
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if dk is local to pi
otherwise

if dx is processed by pi
otherwise

We define the degree of data locality on dataset D being,

P (D) =

T
1≤i≤m (Li Fi )

P

|D|

(5.1)

Suppose the optimal parallel execution time for D being OP TD and the execution time of process
pi on assigned data Fi being T (Fi ). We define the degree of optimization for execution time on
dataset D being,

P (T ) =

OP TD
max T (Fi )

(5.2)

1≤i≤m

The goal of the assignment algorithm is to assign chunks for each process i that maximizes the
degree of data locality and the degree of execution time optimization, subject to a constraint that
the union of chunks processed by all processes covers the entire D. More formally, we need to
solve for Fi in the following optimization problem:

maximize α ∗ P (D) + β ∗ P (T ) =
P
T
OP TD
1≤i≤m (Li Fi )
α∗
+β∗
|D|
max T (Fi )

(5.3)

1≤i≤m

subject to
X

Fi ≥ (1, 1, · · · , 1)

(5.4)

1≤i≤m

Where α and β are the parameters representing weights of the two objectives.
Suppose the process speed of each cluster node could be estimated according to historical execution
performance and the time to finish processing the chunks is determined when a Fi is given. The
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OP TD is a constant reference value and given a fixed α and β, e.g. 0.5, the problem can be
converted into an integer programming problem and be solved using the CPLEX solver [1].
However, in a heterogeneous environment, the process speed is not fixed but changes with time and
we always have a inconsistent evaluated T (Fi ) from time to time. To get an effective assignment,
we should re-evaluate the running situation every time we assign a task to a process. Thus, a fast
and dynamic algorithm is a must.

5.1.3.3 Probability based Data Scheduler

In this section we introduce the probability based data scheduler algorithm that balances data locality computation and the parallel execution time among MPI processes.
The probability scheduler algorithm takes the distribution information of unprocessed data chunks
and the data-processing speed of each node as input. The output of the algorithm is the assignment
of a data processing task for a process.
The pseudo code of the probability scheduler algorithm is listed in Algorithm 5.1.2. Whenever a
process i requests a task, we initially try to launch a task with its requested chunks stored at the
node. However, unlike the Naive Data Locality Scheduler Algorithm, which takes all unprocessed
chunks with equal probability, we calculate for each candidate chunk dx the probability to be assigned, based on an estimated execution time of other processes. Due to the replication mechanism
of HDFS, for each candidate chunk dx , we may have other processes j that could take local computation on dx . We estimate the remaining local execution time of these processes j, as the number
of all unprocessed chunks on process j divided by the process speed sk . We choose the minimum
execution time over all these processes j to decide the probability for assigning dx to process i.
This is because, the process with less remaining local execution time will have a larger probability
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to take remote computation in future. That is,

Tdx =

min

(

1≤k≤n,dx ∈Dk ,k!=i

|Dk |
)
sk

(5.5)

The probability of assigning dx to the requesting process is calculated as the following equation,

P (dx) = P

Tdx

X∈Di

TX

(5.6)

Specifically, upon receiving a task request from a process on node i, the scheduler process determines a task for the process as follows:

• 1. If the node i has some data chunks on its local disk, for each chunk dx that is on node i
disk, the scheduler will calculate its probability of being assigned by estimating the minimum
execution time Tdx associated with dx on other processes. We then assign a chunk to the
process based on the probability distribution. An example is shown in Figure 5.2.
• 2. If the node i does not contain any data chunks on its local disk, the scheduler will calculate
the probability for all unassigned chunks, and assign the one to the process based on their
probability distribution.

The probability assignment algorithm could be implemented in applications with dynamic scheduling algorithms, such as mpiBLAST, in which scheduling is determined by what nodes are idle at
any given time. This kind of scheduling adopts a master-slave architecture and the assignment
algorithm could be incorporated into master process. The probability assignment algorithm could
also be implemented in applications with static scheduling, such as ParaView, which uses static
data partitioning so the work allocation can be determined beforehand. For this kind of schedul68

ing, we can assume a round-robin request order for assignment in Step 6 of Algorithm 5.1.2.
Algorithm 5.1.2 Probability based Data Scheduler Algorithm
1: Let C = {c1 , c2 , ..., cn } be the set of participating nodes
2: Let S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn } be the data-process speed set of n nodes;
3: Let D = {d1 , d2 , ..., dm } be the set of unprocessed data chunks;
4: Let Di be the set of unprocessed data chunks located on node i;
Steps:
5: while |D| =
6 0 do
6:
if an mpi process on node i requests a new task then
7:
Update si according to the historical execution performance
8:
if |Di | =
6 0 then
9:
for dx ∈ Di do
min
( |Dskk | )
10:
Tdx =
1≤k≤n,dx ∈Dk ,k!=i

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

end for
for dx ∈ Di do
T
P (dx) = P dx TX
X∈Di
end for
Assign dx to the process on node i with probability P (dx )
else
for dx ∈ D do
min
( |Dskk | )
Tdx =
1≤k≤n,dx ∈Dk ,k!=i

end for
for dx ∈ D do
T
P (dx) = P dx TX
X∈Di
end for
Assign dx to the process on node i with probability P (dx )
end if
Remove dx from D
for all Dk s.t. dx ∈ Dk do
Remove dx from Dk
end for
end if
end while
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Figure 5.2: A simple example where the scheduler receives a task request from a process (P 1).
The scheduler finds the available unassigned chunks on P 1 (d2, d4 and d6 in this example)and
calculates the probability to assign for each chunk.

5.2 Experiments and Analysis

5.2.1 Experimental Setup

We conducted comprehensive testing on our proposed DL-MPI at both Marmot and CASS clusters.
Marmot is a cluster of the PRObE on-site project [38] that is housed at CMU in Pittsburgh. The
system has 128 nodes / 256 cores and each node in the cluster has dual 1.6GHz AMD Opteron
processors, 16GB of memory, Gigabit Ethernet, and a 2TB Western Digital SATA disk drive. For
our experiments, all nodes are connected to the same switch. CASS consists of 46 nodes on two
racks, one rack including 15 compute nodes and one head node and the other rack containing 30
compute nodes, as shown in Table 1.
In both clusters, MPICH [1.4.1] is installed as parallel programming framework. We installed
PVFS2 version [2.8.2] on the cluster nodes: one node as the metadata server for PVFS2, and
other nodes as the I/O servers. We installed Hadoop 0.20.203 as the distributed file system, which
is configured as follows: one node for the NameNode/JobTracker, one node for the secondary
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Table 5.2: CASS cluster configuration
15 Compute Nodes and 1 Head Node
Make& Model
Dell PowerEdge 1950
CPU
2 Intel Xeon 5140, Dual Core,
2.33 GHz
RAM
4.0 GB DDR2, PC2-5300,
667 MHz
Internal HD
2 SATA 500GB (7200 RPM)
or 2 SAS 147GB (15K RPM)
Network Connection
Intel Pro/1000 NIC
Operating System
Rocks 5.0 (Cent OS 5.1),
Kernel:2.6.18-53.1.14.e15
30 Compute Nodes
Make& Model
Sun V20z
CPU
2x AMD Opteron 242 @ 1.6
GHz
RAM
2GB - registered DDR1/333
SDRAM
Internal HD
1x 146GB Ultra320 SCSI HD
Network Connection
1x 10/100/1000 Ethernet connection
Operating System
Rocks 5.0 (Cent OS 5.1),
Kernel:2.6.18-53.1.14.e15
Cluster Network
Switch Make & Model Nortel Nortel BayStack 551048T Gigabit Switch
NameNode, and other nodes as the DataNode/TaskTracker. When running MPI processes, we
let the scheduler process run on the node where NameNode is configured, and data processing
processes run on DataNodes for the sake of data locality.
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5.2.2 Evaluating DL-MPI

In this section, we measure the performance of our DL-MPI using a benchmark application developed with MPI and the proposed API. The benchmark application uses a master-slave implementation of the described scheduling algorithms. Specifically, a single MPI process is developed to
dynamically assign data processing tasks to slave processes which execute the assigned tasks. In
our benchmark program, we analyze genomic datasets of varying sizes. Since we are more concerned with the I/O performance of DL-MPI, our test programs read all gene data into memory for
sequence length analysis and exchange messages between MPI processes.

Process Time on CASS with 32 Nodes
Time (Secon
nds)

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
7.5

30

120

File Size (GB)
Without DL-MPI

335

670

With DL-MPI

Figure 5.3: Process time Comparison of our benchmark program with and without DL-MPI on
CASS using variable file sizes. We see much faster process times for DL-MPI than without DLMPI.

We firstly compare the process time of our benchmark program using DL-MPI probability based
scheduling, referred to as ”With DL-MPI”, and non locality scheduling, referred to as ”Without
DL-MPI”, on CASS for variable file sizes. We use 32 nodes for these experiments and show the
performance comparison in Figure 5.3. From the figure, we find that the benchmark program
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using DL-MPI consistently obtains much lower process times than without using DL-MPI. With
increased size of input data, the running time increases quickly for the benchmark program without
using DL-MPI.
We also compare the bandwidth performance through varying the number of nodes in the Marmot
cluster. We measure the bandwidth for processing a 1 TB file and show the bandwidth comparison
in Figure 5.4. We find a massive improvement for the benchmark program using DL-MPI as the
number of nodes increases, resulting in approximately a four fold increase when the number of
nodes reaches around 100. We also see the bandwidth of the benchmark program using PVFS
begin to level off at around 60 nodes while the test with DL-MPI scales much better.
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Figure 5.4: Bandwidth comparison of our benchmark program on PVFS and HDFS using DL-MPI
on Marmot using variable number of nodes. The bandwidth for DL-MPI scales much better with
an increased number of nodes than without DL-MPI

To show the effect of data locality scheduling on bandwidth, we also compare three data processing task assignment algorithms: an Arbitrary Scheduler, a Naive Data Locality Scheduler and a
Probability based Data Scheduler. The Arbitrary Scheduler simply schedules the next data chunk,
in a queue of unprocessed data chunks, to a slave upon receipt of an idle message. The Naive Data
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Locality Scheduler and Probability based Data Scheduler are described in Section 3.3.
We use HDFS as the storage for the three schedulers and vary the file sizes on CASS. We use 32
nodes for these tests and the result is shown in Figure 5.5. We find that the bandwidth obtained
by Probability scheduling algorithm outperforms a factor of 2.5 than the Arbitrary scheduling.
In addition, we find that the Probability scheduler can always achieve higher bandwidth than the
Naive scheduler. This indicates that the Probability scheduler can achieve higher degree of data
locality computation. The bandwidth obtained by both the Probability scheduler and the Naive
scheduler has a high increasing rate when the file size is smaller than 125 GB. As the size of the
file grows, the Probability scheduler obtains nearly constant bandwidth and Naive scheduler has a
slightly increasing bandwidth. This is because more local data is available to the parallel processes
as file size increases.
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Figure 5.5: Bandwidth comparison of our benchmark program using several schedulers on CASS
with 32 nodes and varying file size. We see nearly constant bandwidth for all scheduling algorithms, but much higher performance of DL-MPI over arbitrary scheduling.
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5.3

Related Works

With the explosive growth of data, numerous research works are presented to solve the data movement or data management. Janine et. al. [17] developed a platform which realizes efficient data
movement between in-situ and in-transit computations performed on large-scale scientific simulation data. Wu et. al. developed scalable performance data extraction techniques, and combined
customization of metric selection with on-the-fly analysis to reduce the data volume in root cause
analysis [87]. The ISABELA-QA project compressed the data and then created indexing of the
compressed data for query-driven analytics [15]. Haim Avron et. al. [16] analyzed the datamovement costs and memory versus parallelism trade-offs in a shared memory parallel out-of-core
linear solver for sparse symmetric systems. They developed an algorithm that uses a memory
management scheme and adaptive task parallelism to reduce the data-movement costs. To support
runs of large-scale parallel applications in which a shared file system abstraction is used, Zhang et.
al. [100] developed a scalable MTC data management system to efficiently handle data movement.
In summary, these approaches alleviate the network transfer overhead for the specific applications.
However, they cannot completely eliminate the overhead as our proposed solution.
SciMATE [84] is a framework that is developed to improve the I/O performance by allowing scientific data in different formats to be processed with a MapReduce like API. Kshitij et. al. [62]
developed a new plugin for HDF5 using PLFS to convert the single-file layout into a data layout
that is optimized for the underlying file system. Jun et. al. [43] demonstrated how patterns of
I/O within scientific applications can significantly impact the effectiveness of the underlying storage systems and utilized the identifying patterns to improve the performance of the I/O stack and
mitigate the I/O bottleneck. These methods improve the I/O performance though using data access regularity. While our DL-MPI improves the I/O performance by capitalizing on data locality
computation.
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The data locality provided by a data-intensive distributed file system is a desirable feature to improve I/O performance. This is especially important when dealing with the ever-increasing amount
of data in parallel computing. Mesos [44] is a platform for sharing commodity clusters between
multiple diverse cluster computing frameworks. Mesos shares resources in a fine-grained manner,
allowing frameworks to achieve data locality by taking turns reading data stored on each machine. CloudBLAST [61] adopts a MapReduce paradigm to parallelize gnome index and search
tools and manage their executions in the cloud. VisIO [64] obtains a linear scalability of I/O
bandwidth for ultra-scale visualization by exploiting data locality of HDFS. VisIO implementation
calls the HDFS I/O library directly from the application programs, which is an intrusive scheme
and requires significant hard coding effort. The aforementioned data movement solutions work in
different contexts from DL-MPI.
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CHAPTER 6: SUB-DATASET ANALYSIS OPTIMIZATION IN HADOOP
CLUSTERS

In this chapter, we study the problem of sub-dataset analysis over distributed file systems, e.g,
the Hadoop file system. Our experiments show that the sub-datasets’ distribution over HDFS
blocks can often cause the corresponding analysis to suffer from a seriously imbalanced parallel
execution. This is because the locality of individual sub-datasets is hidden by the Hadoop file
system and the content clustering of sub-datasets results in some computational nodes carrying out
much more workload than others. We conduct a comprehensive analysis on how the imbalanced
computing patterns occur and their sensitivity to the size of a cluster. We then propose a novel
method to optimize sub-dataset analysis over distributed storage systems referred to as DataNet.
DataNet aims to achieve distribution-aware and workload-balanced computing and consists of the
following three parts. Firstly, we propose an efficient algorithm with linear complexity to obtain
the meta-data of sub-dataset distributions. Secondly, we design an elastic storage structure called
ElasticMap based on the HashMap and BloomFilter techniques to store the meta-data. Thirdly, we
employ a distribution-aware algorithm for sub-dataset applications to achieve a workload-balance
in parallel execution.

6.1 Content Clustering and Sub-datasets Imbalanced Computing

6.1.1 Sub-Datasets Analysis and Content Clustering

Collecting and analyzing log or event data is important for gaining business intelligence and ensuring system security. For example, the well-known distributed log collection system Flume [2]
can directly save log data into a Hadoop File System for distributed analysis. Log or event-based
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datasets are usually lists of records, each consisting of several fields such as source/user id, log
time, destination, etc. To discover knowledge, these data need to be further filtered for individual
analysis. Specifically, the sub-dataset S(e) related to a specific event or topic analysis e could be
represented as follows,
S(e) = {r|related(r, e), r ∈ R}

(6.1)

where R is the collection of all log records.
Researches [65, 14, 53, 50, 27, 47] have shown that sub-datasets pertaining to related topics or
features will often be clustered together in most large datasets, e.g, the majority of logs for a
popular movie would be concentrated around the time of its release. Also, photos or videos recently
uploaded to Facebook [65] are often retrieved/commented on at a much higher rate than older ones.
In a social network such as LinkedIn or Twitter, users are prompted to group themselves with
others sharing similar skills or interests[14]. Moreover, in graph processing, graph partitioning
technologies tend to place highly connected nodes in a single partition and the nodes containing
relatively few edges in separate partitions in order to reduce communication between partitions [53,
50, 27].
However, in parallel data analysis applications such as MapReduce, scheduling tasks based on
block granularity [85] without the consideration of the sub-datasets’ distribution does not result in
an optimal scheduling for parallel execution. In the next section, we will present an analysis of the
imbalanced workload for sub-dataset processing in parallel execution.

6.1.2 Probability Analysis of Imbalanced Workload

Assume a set of parallel processes/executors are launched on an m-node cluster to analyze a specific sub-dataset S, which is distributed among n block files. Due to content clustering, blocks
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will contain different amounts of data from each sub-dataset. In most situations, the majority of
a given sub-dataset is contained in only a few blocks, while other blocks may contain little data
related to the sub-dataset. We can model such a distribution using a Gamma distribution, which
is widely used to model physical quantities [52, 39] that take positive values such as information
or message distribution over time. In our analysis, we let the amount of data contained by each
block, X, follow a Gamma distribution X ∼ Γ(k, θ), and assume that each X for different blocks
is independent. To theoretically discuss the issue of workload imbalance, we suppose that each
cluster node performs the analysis on an equal amount of n/m randomly chosen blocks. By taking
the summation of the independent random variables X for each block, we obtain the amount of
workload processed on a cluster node, Z, which has the distribution Z ∼ Γ( nk
, θ) and its density
m
function is
f (z;

nk
z
1
nk
, θ) = nk nk z m −1 e− θ
m
Γ( m )θ m

(6.2)

The ideal case is that each cluster node processes the same amount of workload, that is, the expected value E(Z) =

nkθ
.
m

However, with a different number of cluster nodes and data blocks, we

could have an imbalanced workload distribution, that is, some cluster nodes process significantly
more workload than the average while other cluster nodes process much less than the average. To
study this imbalance issue, we compute the cumulative probability of the workload performed by
a cluster node as follows.

P (Z < w) =

Z

w

fZ (t)dt

(6.3)

−∞

And the probability of a workload greater than w on the node is

P (Z > w) = 1 −

Z

w

−∞
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fZ (t)dt

(6.4)
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Figure 6.1: As the size of the cluster increases, more and more cluster nodes tend to have an
imbalanced workload.
In general, the probability of the workload size on a cluster node being an extreme value will
increase as m increases. For instance, given the value of k = 1.2, θ = 7 and n = 512, we can
observe from Figure 6.1 that P (Z < 1/3 ∗ E(Z)), P (Z < 1/2 ∗ E(Z)), P (Z > 2 ∗ E(Z)) and
P (Z > 3 ∗ E(Z)) will increase with the growth of the cluster size. This implies that a larger
number of cluster nodes will result in a higher chance of an imbalanced workload.
The expected number of nodes that will have a workload of at most w is m ∗ P (Z < w) while the
expected number of nodes that will have a workload of size greater than w is m − m ∗ P (z < w).
Based on the example in Figure 6.1 and given a cluster size of 128, the expected numbers of nodes
that will have a workload of less than 1/2 ∗ E(Z) and 1/3 ∗ E(Z) are 3.9 and 1.5 respectively;
and the expected number of nodes that will have a workload greater than 2 ∗ E(Z) is 4.0. This
implies that some nodes will have a workload 4 to 6 times greater than others. On the nodes with
larger workloads, a longer execution time is needed to finish the tasks while the nodes with less
workload will be idle for a long time before performing the next phase of execution. Experiments
in Section 6.4 verify the theoretical analysis here that the imbalanced distribution could result in
an inefficient parallel use of cluster resources and hence a low execution performance.
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6.2 Sub-dataset Meta-data Management

The fundamental challenge of DataNet is to create a compact meta-data storage to store the subdataset distributions such that blocks with more data from a given sub-dataset will have a higher
priority to be considered for workload-balanced computing in comparison with other blocks with
less data. In this section, we will present the corresponding solutions for this challenge.

6.2.1 ElasticMap: A Meta-data Storage of Sub-datasets Over HDFS Blocks

In order to obtain a sub-dataset distribution, DataNet maintains the size of data related to each subT
dataset over block files, that is |bi sj |, i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., m, where bi is the set of data records

on the ith block and sj is one sub-dataset contained by bi . A simple method of recording this
information is to use a table such as a hash map to store the pair hid, quantityi, which represents
the id of a sub-dataset, e.g, source id or event name, and the relative size of data associated with
the sub-dataset that resides on a block file. We show an example in Table 6.1, which records the
number of reviews corresponding to different movies within a block file.

Table 6.1: The size information of movies within a block file
id
# of reviews

movie 1
3578

moive 2
3038

...
...

movie m
1

The above method has a memory cost of order O(n ∗ m), where the n is the number of blocks
and m is the number of sub-datasets. Since the size information will be stored along with the
master node and will be used by the task scheduler to achieve a balanced computational workload
as shown in Section 6.3.2. In the case where the number of sub-datasets is large, the meta-data
could incur a high memory cost. Therefore, in our implementation, we develop a data structure
called ElasticMap, which consists of a hash map together with a bloom filter to store the size
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information of sub-datasets. In comparison to a hash map, a Bloom Filter uses a bitmap to represent
the existence of sub-datasets in a block. Bloom Filters are well-known for space-efficient storage.
For example, under a typical configuration, storing a sub-dataset’s information over a single block
in a HashMap will cost 85 bits while using a bloom filter will cost 10 bits.
Because of content clustering, a small number of sub-datasets could dominate the content of a
block file while a large number of sub-datasets could have a small amount of data contained by the
block. As the block containing a small amount of a sub-dataset will have a negligible impact on
the workload-balance in sub-dataset analysis, a bloom filter is sufficient to provide the information
for sub-dataset’s tasks assignment. Thus, we design the ElasticMap to store the information of
dominant sub-datasets in a hash map and store that of non-dominant sub-datasets in a bloom filter.
Such a design is very flexible, as we can store all the meta-data into the hash map when the memory
is large enough and store most of the information into the bloom filter when the memory is limited.
Let n be the number of block files in a dataset. We maintain an ElasticMap array to record the
sub-datasets’ distribution information over n blocks. The array has n pointers, each pointing to the
meta-data over a block file. Figure 6.2 shows an example of the data structure, where id is the id
of a sub-dataset. By querying this structure, we can obtain the distribution of a sub-dataset over all
block files.

Figure 6.2: The DataNet meta-data structure over n block files.
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According to the analysis of a bloom filter [19], if a bloom filter aims to represent sub-datasets
with false positive probability ǫ, the average memory usage per sub-dataset can be expressed as
− lnln(ǫ)
2 (2) . To evaluate how much memory space is needed to store an ElasticMap, we assume that
there are m sub-datasets contained by a block, in which α percent of the sub-datasets will be stored
in the hash map and the others are put into the bloom filter. Assume each record in the hash map
uses a k-bit representation with the load factor of δ, which is a measure of how full the hash table
is allowed to get, the memory cost of the ElasticMap on one block is given in Equation 6.5.
Cost(memory) =

m ∗ (1 − α) ∗ ln(ǫ) m ∗ α ∗ k
+
ln2 (2)
δ

(6.5)

6.2.2 ElasticMap Constructions

The design of the ElasticMap needs an efficient method to decide which sub-datasets should be
stored into the hash map and which should be stored into the bloom filter. An intuitive method to
achieve this is to sort the sub-datasets based on how much of their data is contained by the block
file and then store the sub-datasets with larger size values into the hash map and others into the
bloom filter. Unfortunately, such a sorting method in the big data era is not efficient, as the time
complexity is O(m·log m), where m is the number of sub-datasets in the block file. In this section,
we discuss how to efficiently separate the sub-datasets without sorting.
In order to obtain the size information of sub-datasets over a block bi , we define a series of size
intervals or buckets, and distribute the sub-datasets sj into the corresponding buckets according to
the size |bi ∩ sj | via a single scan of the block. We maintain a variable Sj for each sub-dataset sj
to compute |bi ∩ sj |. Before scanning, the variable Sj is set to 0. When a data record belonging
to sub-dataset sj is encountered, we increase the variable Sj and adjust the sub-dataset’s bucket
accordingly. Due to content clustering, the buckets corresponding to larger data sizes will contain
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a smaller number of sub-datasets. Consequently, we could use non-uniform buckets where larger
data sizes have sparser intervals. One instance is the following series of buckets based on fibonacci
sequence,
(0,1kb), [1kb,2kb), [2kb, 3kb), [3kb, 5kb), [5kb, 8kb), [8kb, 13kb), [13kb,21kb), [34kb, ∞).
After the scanning is complete, we will have the number of sub-datasets over each bucket. Then,
we can decide which sub-datasets should be put into the hash map with the memory consideration
based on Equation 6.5. Since a block file will be dominated by a small number of sub-datasets
and will contain a small amount of data from many other sub-datasets, it is sufficient for us to
distinguish dominant sub-datasets using a small number of buckets. For instance, to deal with a
block file of 64MB, one appropriate upper-bound size is 32kb, since there will at most 64M/32k =
2048 sub-datasets in the highest bucket, and we may put all of them into the hash map with a small
memory cost of around 16kb. On the other hand, one appropriate lower-bound of the size is 1kb,
since the sub-datasets smaller than 1k have little impact on the workload-balance and thus we can
put them into a bloom filter. Therefore, tens of buckets could be sufficient to separate the dominant
sub-datasets within the block file.
In fact, our algorithm for dominant sub-dataset separation is based on Bucket/Count sorting [29].
However, we are not actually sorting these sub-datasets, we only need to know the statistic value
on different buckets to identify the dominant datasets and put them into the hash map. The time
complexity of our algorithm is O(m), where m is number of sub-datasets contained by a block. To
deal with n blocks, the time complexity is O(m ∗ n), which means only a single scan of the raw
data is needed for the meta-data construction.
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6.3 Sub-dataset Distribution-aware Computing

With the use of ElasticMap, we could identify the imbalanced distribution of sub-datasets before
launching the actual analysis tasks. In this section, we will present a distribution-aware method for
sub-dataset analysis applications to achieve balanced computing.

6.3.1 Sub-dataset Distribution In Hadoop Clusters

Based on the block-locality driven scheduling in Hadoop systems and our analysis in Section 6.1,
we can optimize data processing with the knowledge of sub-dataset distribution over HDFS blocks.
To achieve this, we build the distribution relationship between cluster nodes and block files, where
a block file is mapped to three cluster nodes and different block files contain different amounts of
each sub-dataset. The sub-dataset distribution could be retrieved from the ElasticMap during task
scheduling.
The distribution relationship with respect to a sub-dataset s is represented as a Bipartite Graph
G = (CN, B, E), where CN = {cn0 , cn1 , ..., cnn } and B = {b0 , b1 , ..., bm } are the vertices
representing the cluster nodes and HDFS block files respectively and E ⊂ CN × B is the set of
edges between CN and B. There exists an edge connecting a computation node cni ∈ CN and a
block bj ∈ B if and only if bj is placed on cni . There may be several edges connected to a block
bj since a block has several copies stored on different cluster nodes. Each edge is configured with
a weight equal to |bj ∩ s|, the size of the sub-dataset s contained by the block file bj , which can be
obtained through the ElasticMap array.
We show a bipartite graph example in Figure 6.3. The vertices at the bottom represent cluster
nodes, while those at the top represent block files. Each edge indicates that a block file bj is
located on a cluster node cni with a weight |bj ∩ s|. Based on this mapping information, we
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can optimize sub-dataset assignments according to different computation requirements such as
workload balance among cluster nodes or reducing the data transferred for data aggregation.

Ç

Figure 6.3: An example of a bipartite graph representing cluster nodes and block files. The edges
represent the co-location of block files and cluster nodes, and the weight values of edges adjacent
to node bj is size of the sub-dataset s contained by block file j.

6.3.2 Sub-dataset Distribution-aware Scheduling

To balance the workload among cluster nodes, we first compute the total size of a sub-dataset as
follows,
Z=(

X

|s ∩ bj | + δ ∗ |τ2 |)

(6.6)

bj ∈τ1

where s is a given sub-dataset, τ1 is the set of blocks that have the size information of s in the
hash map, τ2 is the set of blocks that have the size information of s in the bloom filter, and δ, the
smallest size value of |s ∩ bj |, is the approximate data size per block that belongs to sub-datasets
stored in the bloom filter. According to the computing capability of computational nodes, we can
calculate the amount of sub-datasets to be assigned to each node.
We present a distribution-aware algorithm to balance the workload among computation nodes as
shown in Algorithm 6.3.1. The algorithm aims to allow each computation node to have an equal
amount of workload to be processed. The tasks are assigned with two considerations, the first is
to assign local blocks to the requesting computation node i (line 8) while the second is to compare
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the current workload on node i with the average amount of workload (line 10, 14).
Algorithm 6.3.1 Distribution-aware Algorithm for Balanced Computing over a Sub-dataset s
1: Let di be the set of blocks adjacent to cluster node cni in the bipartite graph G.
2: Let T = {t0 , t1 , ..., tn−1 } be the set of tasks corresponding to the n blocks.
T
3: Let |bj s| be the size of sub-dataset s in block j.
4: Let Wi be the current workload on cluster node cni .
Steps:
P
5: Compute the average workload W = ( bj ∈τ1 |s ∩ bj | + δ ∗ |τ2 |)/m, where m is the total
number of cluster nodes
6: while |T | =
6 0 do
7:
if a worker process on cni requests a task then
8:
if |di | =
6 0 then
9:
Find bx ∈ di such thatT
10:
x = argmin|Wi + bx s − W |
x

11:
12:
13:
14:

Assign tx to the requesting process on node i
else
Find tx ∈ T such thatT
x = argmin|Wi + bx s − W |
x

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

Assign tx to the requesting process on node i
end if
Remove tx from T
for all cnk adjacent to bx in G do
Remove the edge (cnk , bx ) from G
end for
end if
end while

In general, for applications with heavy computational requirements at the map phase, such as similarity computation, Algorithm 6.3.1 is useful to balance the parallel execution time. In a homogeneous execution environment, we can actually compute an optimized task assignment through the
Ford-Fulkerson method [29]. For applications with aggregation requirements, the output may need
to be transferred over the network and finally written into HDFS with several files. For these applications, in which the amount of output could be determined by the size of the input sub-dataset,
ElasticMap can also be used to minimize the data transferred with the knowledge of sub-dataset
distributions.
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6.4 Experimental Results and Evaluations

We conduct comprehensive experiments on Marmot to show the benefits of DataNet in parallel
big data computing with the MapReduce programming model. Marmot is a cluster of the PRObE
on-site project [38] that is housed at CMU in Pittsburgh. The system has 128 nodes / 256 cores
and each node in the cluster has dual 1.6GHz AMD Opteron processors, 16GB of memory, Gigabit
Ethernet, and a 2TB Western Digital SATA disk drive. For our experiments, all nodes are connected
to the same switch. The Hadoop system is configured as follows: one node is designated to be the
NameNode/JobTracker, one node is the secondary NameNode, and other cluster nodes are the
DataNodes/TaskTrackers. HDFS is configured with 3-way replication and the size of a chunk file
is set to 64 MB.

6.4.1 DataNet Evaluation

To test DataNet for sub-dataset analysis under Hadoop frameworks, we first launch map tasks to
filter out our target sub-dataset and store them locally on the cluster nodes. Then, we run various
analysis jobs with different computation patterns to process the filtered sub-dataset and compare
their performance. We employ two methods for the map task assignments. The first method
(without DataNet) is the default block locality-driven scheduling used by the Hadoop system [85].
The second method (with DataNet) is our proposed distribution-aware method introduced in Section 6.3.2. For the meta-data stored in ElasticMap, we set the value of α in Equation 6.5 to 0.3.
We will specifically discuss the performance of ElasticMap as α changes in Section 6.4.2.
We implement the following analysis jobs with the MapReduce interface.

• Moving Average: analyzing data points by creating a series of averages over intervals of the
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full dataset. Moving Average is often implemented in the analysis of trend changes and can
smooth out short-term fluctuations to highlight longer-term cycles.
• Top K Search: finding K sequences with the most similarity to a given sequence. This
algorithm needs heavy computation due to the similarity comparison between sequences.
• Word Count: reading the sub-dataset and counting how often words occur. Word Count is
one of the representative MapReduce benchmark applications.
• Aggregate Word Histogram: computing the histogram of the words in the input sub-dataset.
This is a fundamental plug-in operation in the MapReduce framework.

In our experiments, we mainly use a dataset consisting of movie ratings and reviews stored in
chronological order in HDFS. The dataset is based on the distribution of the movie names, ratings and categories of “MovieLens” [33]. The text reviews are randomly generated and we also
randomly duplicate some ratings for large-scale tests. The total number of block files is 256.

6.4.1.1 Overall Comparison

The overall execution times for the four analysis jobs from 32 cluster nodes are shown in Figure 6.4.
As we can see, in all cases, the parallel execution time with the use of DataNet is smaller than that
without DataNet. This can be explained by the fact that, without the use of DataNet, certain
nodes will have a heavier workload than others, resulting in longer execution times and degrading
the overall performance. Besides, we find that DataNet can achieve greater improvements for
computationally intensive applications such as TopK Search in comparison to MovingAverage. In
all, with DataNet, the improvements of MovingAverage, WordCount, Histogram and TopKSearch
are 20%, 39.1%, 40.6% and 42% respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Overall execution comparison.

dataset Distribution
Figure 6.5 shows the sub-dataset distribution over the HDFS blocks, where a small number of
blocks contain most of our target data due to content clustering; that is, most reviews about a
movie are clustered around the time of the release. Figure 6.6 shows the workload corresponding
to the size of the filtered sub-datasets over the cluster nodes. As we can see, without DataNet, the
workload of node 25 was significantly higher than the workload of node 17. Such a distribution
is far from being balanced for the subsequent analysis and this explains the performance gain in
Figure 6.4.

6.4.1.2 Map Execution Time on the Filtered Sub-dataset

To gain further insight into the performance, we monitor the map execution time comparison on
the filtered data for the sub-dataset analysis jobs. Figure 6.7 shows the local execution time of
Top K Search on all 32 cluster nodes. From the figure, we can find that the slowest execution
time is 64 seconds while the fastest execution time is 5 seconds. This could lead to a longer
synchronization time to execute the next analysis phase and result in a longer overall execution as
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shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.5: Size of data over HDFS blocks.
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Figure 6.6: Workload distribution after selection.

With different computational requirements, the imbalanced workload could have different effects
on the performance of analysis jobs. To demonstrate this, In Figure 6.8 and 6.9, we show the min,
average and max execution times on the the filtered sub-dataset for Moving Average and Word
Count on 32 nodes. From the figure, we can find that the gap between the min and max times
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for Moving Average is much smaller than that of Word Count. This is because Word Count needs
to combine words while Moving Average only needs to iterate the data. Therefore, with greater
computational requirements, the issue of imbalance becomes more serious.
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Figure 6.7: The map execution time distribution
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Figure 6.8: The Moving Average map time(s).
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Figure 6.9: The Word Count map time(s).

6.4.1.3 Shuffle Execution Time Comparison

The shuffle phase [85] starts whenever a map task is finished and ends when all map tasks have
been executed. We expect that the the shuffle time would be much longer with an imbalanced
workload among the cluster nodes. To demonstrate how the imbalance affects the shuffle phase,
we collect the min, average and max execution times for shuffle tasks in the Top K Search and
Word Count analyses, and show the comparison in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. From the figure,
we can find that the shuffle phase without the use of DataNet takes 4-5X longer than with DataNet.
We also find that the speedup of Top K Search is greater than that of Word Count. This is because
the Top K Search takes more time for map execution as shown in Figure 6.7.

6.4.1.4 More Results and Discussion

We also run experiments on GitHub event log data [5]. The datasets provide more than 20 event
types ranging from new commits and fork events to opening new tickets, commenting, and adding
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members to a project. The size of the raw data is around 34 GB. The experimental setting is
the same as with the movie data. We run analysis jobs on “IssueEvent”. Figure 6.12 shows the
sub-dataset distribution on the first 128 HDFS blocks. As we can see, the sub-dataset distribution
doesn’t satisfy the property of content clustering. However, since the distribution over HDFS
blocks is imbalanced, with the use of ElasticMap, we still can optimize task assignment to meet
the balanced computation requirement using Algorithm 6.3.1. Specifically, to run the Top K Search
job, the longest map execution time is 125 seconds without the use of DataNet and 107 seconds
with DataNet. However, we find that the overall improvement is much less than that of the movie
dataset. This is because the movie dataset has a more imbalanced sub-dataset distribution due to
content clustering, which could cause a more imbalanced workload distribution when scheduling
tasks without the distribution knowledge provided by ElasticMap. This can be seen by comparing
Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.10: The Word Count shuffle time(s).

In order to achieve a workload-balance computation for parallel execution, an alternative method
is to dynamically monitor the runtime status [51] and migrate workloads when necessary. Specifi94

cally, for sub-dataset processing, we can rebalance the sub-dataset distribution among cluster nodes
after the map task’s execution on the sub-dataset selection. With the example without DataNet in
Figure 6.6, we find that almost every cluster node will transfer or receive sub-datasets and the overall percentage of data migration is more than 30%. Besides the overhead of collecting statistics and
adjusting workload during runtime, the data migration could occupy the network resource and prolong the overall execution in comparison with DataNet, which can foresee the imbalanced issue in
advance. In comparison, DataNet will scan the raw data once to build all sub-dataset distributions,
while the method of dynamic adjugement will migrate the workload for each sub-dataset analyses
during runtime. We will specifically discuss the efficiency of DataNet in the next section.
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Figure 6.11: The Top K Search shuffle time(s).
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Figure 6.12: Size of data in HDFS blocks.
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6.4.2 Efficiency of DataNet

6.4.2.1 Memory Efficiency and Accuracy of ElasticMap

The goal of ElasticMap is to store the information of sub-datasets’ distribution in a compact fashion. With different data distributions, the memory cost on the meta-data storage could vary. For
datasets with a high degree of content clustering or a limited number of events, such as GitHub
event logs, the size ratio of raw data to meta-data could be very large. We studied the memory efficiency of ElasticMap over the movie dataset and show the results in Table 6.2. The first column of
the table represents the percentage of elements stored in the hash map. The last column represents
the size ratio of raw data to meta-data. The second column represents the accuracy of ElasticMap
calculated as,
χ=1−

P

bj ∈τ1 (|S

∩ bj | + δ ∗ |τ2 |) − Size of raw data
Size of raw data

where S is the union of all sub-datasets, and bj , τ1 , τ2 , and δ have the same meaning as in
Equation 6.6
α in Equation 6.5
51%
40%
31%
25%
21%

Accuracy(χ)
97%
93%
88%
83%
80%

Representation ratio
1857
2270
2751
3196
3497

Table 6.2: The efficiency of ElasticMap
As we can see, for cases in which a small percentage of elements are stored in the hash map, there
is a higher representation ratio but a lower overall accuracy. For example, in the case where 21%
of the elements are stored in the hash map, 1 MB of meta-data in the ElasticMap can represent
around 3497 MB of raw data. On the other hand, in the case where 51% of the elements are stored
in the hash map, the overall accuracy of DataNet rises to 97% but the representation ratio dropped
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to 1857. This is due to the fact that the bloom filter can only indicate the existence of a sub-dataset
within a block rather than the real size of the sub-dataset.
We also perform accuracy evaluations on individual movies with different sizes. The results are
shown in Figure 6.14. As we can see, for sub-datasets with larger sizes, the difference between
the actual size of the sub-dataset and the size calculated through Equation 6.6 is smaller. This is
because the sub-datasets are dominant on most blocks and so they are precisely recorded in the
hash map.
A greater difference occurs for sub-datasets with a size less than 32 MB. This could be explained by
the fact that these sub-datasets are not dominant on most HDFS blocks and they are inaccurately
recorded in the bloom filter. Nevertheless, as these sub-datasets have little data, there will be a
lower probability for them to cause imbalanced computing. On the other hand, with the knowledge
of ElasticMap, we can reduce the I/O cost, since we don’t need to process blocks that don’t contain
our target data (no records in the hash map and bloom filter).

Size of Sub-datasets(MB)

Accuracy of Individual Sub Datasets
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Size of Sub-Datasets (Equation 6)

128

Actual Size of Sub-Datasets

32
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Figure 6.14: The accuracy of ElasticMap with respect to different sub-datasets.

In a real-time or interactive execution environment, recording the meta-data in memory could be
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efficient. However, as the problem size becomes extremely large, the meta-data may not be able to
reside in memory. In such cases, the meta-data can be stored into a database or distributed among
multiple machines. We leave this problem as future work and focus on the study and analysis of
the imbalanced sub-dataset distribution and computing over Hadoop clusters.

6.4.2.2 The Degree of Balanced Computing
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Figure 6.15: Balancing evaluation; the comparison of maximum, minimum, average workload and
the std deviation on 32 compute nodes with different α in Equation 6.6.
When more sub-datasets are stored in the hash map with a higher memory cost, a higher accuracy
could be achieved. This can produce a better workload balance through distribution-aware scheduling. We also run experiments with different α values and study the degree of load balance. The
test sub-dataset shares the same distribution in Figure 6.5. The results are shown as Figure 6.15.
From the Figure, we can find that with only about 15% of the sub-datasets recorded in the hash
map, DataNet is able to achieve a satisfactory workload balance, i.e. the max workload is around
0.9 while the min is around 0.7. Changing the percentage from 15 to 100 will have little effect
on workload balance. The main reason behind these results is that content clustering is the main
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cause of workload imbalance, and with about 15% of the sub-datasets stored in the hash map, these
clustered data could be detected and thus handled using Algorithm 6.3.1.

6.5 Discussion and Related Works

To provide faster execution on the log files, Yin [92] et al. proposed a framework with a grouporder-merge mechanism and Logothetis [59] et al. proposed a in-situ MapReduce architecture to
mine the data “on location”. To efficiently process ordered datasets in HDFS, Chen [26] et al.
proposed a bloom filter-based approach to avoid unnecessary sorting and improve the performance
of MapReduce. VSFS [88] is a searchable distributed file system for addressing the needs of
data filtering at the file system-level. HBase [36] is an open source implementation of Google’s
BigTable [24] and the bloom filter used by HBase can greatly reduce the I/O cost during data
selection. However, none of these methods address the sub-datasets’ imbalanced distribution in
parallel computing.
There have also been researches proposed to address data skew problem for MapReduce applications. LIBRA [25] addresses the data skew problem among the reducers of MapReduce applications through sampling the intermediate data. SkewTune [51] can mitigate skew in MapReduce
applications through observing the job execution and re-balancing workload among the computing
resources. Coppa [28] designs a novel profile-guided progress indicator which can predict data
skewness and stragglers so as to avoid excessive costs. DataNet is orthogonal to these techniques
and can proactively address the imbalanced computing through its sub-dataset distribution aware
algorithm.
In oder to achieve better parallelism performance in cluster computing, many computational frameworks such as Dryad and Spark translate a job into a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) consisting
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of many small tasks, and execute them in parallel. Dmac [94] optimizes the DAG scheduler by
calculating the matrix dependency in the matrix program. CooMR [54] is a cross-task coordination framework that can enable the sorting/merging of Hadoop intermediate data without actually
moving the data over the network. KMN [83] schedules the sampling-based approximate query
based on the run time status of the cluster. Delay scheduling [96] allows tasks to wait for a small
amount of time for achieving locality computation. Quincy [46] is proposed to schedule concurrent distributed jobs with fine-grain resource sharing. Different from the aforementioned methods,
DataNet studies the problem of content clustering in sub-dataset analysis and solves the imbalanced computing through distribution-aware techniques.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we present concluding remarks of the proposed designs.
Firstly, we present our “Scalable Locality-Aware Middleware” (SLAM) for HPC scientific applications in order to address the data movement problem. SLAM leverages a distributed file system
(DFS) to provide scalable data access for scientific applications. Since the conventional and parallel I/O operations from the high-performance computing (HPC) community are not supported
by DFS, we propose a translation layer to translate these I/O operations into DFS I/O. Moreover,
a novel data-centric scheduler (DC-scheduler) is proposed to enforce data-process locality for enhanced performance. We prototype our proposed SLAM system along with the Hadoop distributed
file system (HDFS) across a wide variety of computing platforms. By testing two state-of-the-art
real scientific applications, i.e., mpiBLAST and ParaView, we find that SLAM can greatly reduce
the I/O cost and double the overall performance, as compared to existing approaches.
Secondly, we conduct a complete analysis on how remote and imbalanced read patterns occur and
how they are affected by the size of the cluster when parallel data requests are issued to distributed
file systems. We then propose a novel method to optimize parallel data access on distributed file
systems. We aim to achieve a higher balance of data read requests between cluster nodes. To
achieve the goal, we represent the data read requests that are issued by parallel applications to
cluster nodes as a graph data structure where edges weights encode the demands of data locality
and load capacity. Then we propose new matching-based algorithms to match processes to data
based on the configurations of the graph data structure so as to compute the maximum degree of
data locality and balanced access. Our proposed method can benefit parallel data-intensive analysis
with various parallel data access strategies. Experiments are conducted on PRObEs Marmot 128node cluster testbed and the results from both benchmark and well-known parallel applications
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show the performance benefits and scalability of Opass.
Finally, we investigate the issues of imbalanced sub-dataset analyses over Hadoop clusters. Due
to the missing information of sub-datasets’ locality, the content clustering inherent in most subdatasets prevents applications from efficiently processing them. Through a theoretical analysis,
we conclude that an uneven sub-dataset distribution almost always leads to a lower-performance
in parallel data analysis. To address this problem, we propose DataNet to support sub-dataset
distribution-aware computing. DataNet uses an elastic structure, called ElasticMap, to store the
sub-dataset distributions. Also, a dominant sub-dataset separation algorithm is proposed to support
the construction of ElasticMap. We conduct comprehensive experiments for different sub-dataset
applications with the use of DataNet and the experimental results show the promising performance
of DataNet.
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